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Dear Readers,
CommonthoiL'Z.ht 1999 is a gateway into the passions,
emotions and experienees of the Lesley College community.

Carefully selected literary pieces were submitted by past and
present members of Lesley College community. We received
many fine submissions and had a difficult time making our
final editorial decisions. We are sorry to say that we received
no artwork and hope that next year will be different.
There are several people we need to thank for making
Commonthought 1999 a reality. Without the guidance of Dr.
Anne Pluto this magazine would not have been possible, for this
we are very grateful. We would also like to extend our

gratitude to Dean Robin Roth for her continued support and
Peaco Todd tor her artistic assistance in creating
Commonthought 1999. From our own staff we need to thank

Andrea Hoshmand for her wizardry on the Macintosh and
Jacijuclinc C.alantc, our iiilcrn lor lat:in^^ over wlicn Annie wa.s

sick. It is important to further recognize lite endless efforts put
forlli by llic entire editorial staff.

From Lfarbie L")olls to secret recipes, this collection will

excite and intrigue you. From poem to prose, this collection

will inspire all. From rage to love, the diverse nature of this
journal will move the reader. So, we welcome you to journey
into the creative souls of the Lesley College Community. Enjoy!

-The Editorial Board of Commonfhouahf 1999
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Dust. Everything is coated with dust. Friendly, house-

bunny dust mixed with fine brown clay blown in from I lie
cornfields and hilly pastures surrounding the house. Aly
mother calls it "clean dirt" because it comes from the farm.

Even so, she is never insulted if a visiting daughter offers to
lend a hand with a dust cloth in an attempt to diminish the
endless drifts of dust.

But dusting is not the issue, or at least, not the first issue.

It's the piles! Files of books, magazines, music, catalcv^ues,
fliers, letters and cards. Stacks of notebooks, and file folders
crammed with white office paper. Towers of textbooks for the

half dozen subjects my mother tutors at the high school
snuggling with the texts and teacher's guides for the courses

she teaches each fall and spring at the community college.

The house was designed to allow movement to flow in a
semi-circle through a large central open space: kitchen flowing

into dining room opening into living room leading around to a
study. The cascading piles unify the space at the same time that
they throw up obstacles, clcgging the original gracefid
pathways.
A pyramid of magazines: National Gco.'^raphic, I^tiscovery,
U. S. News And World Report, Smithsonian, Yankee, Vermont

Life, Modern Maturity, up to a year's worth of issues,
oyerwhelms a knee-high, free standing bookshelf which, for a
reason no one seems to remember, got plucked down in the
once open space between dining and living room. Beside it, an
over stuffed chair, its red upholsteiy faded to a comfortable
shade of pink, nudges up to a trestle coffee table loaded with

paperback mystery novels. More piles of books are crowded
beneath the table, like baby chicks harboring beneath a mother
hen's wide chest.
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At the base of a stretch of windows, stacks of travel guides
and brochures from around the world totter invitingly as they
alternate with potted geraniums. Beyond them, the corner of
the living room is given over to stockpiles of picture books,
board games and puzzles for visiting grandchildren. Massed
over and under a wide puzzle table, second hand copies of
young adult novels, dictionaries, and assorted reference books
wait to be lent to the Special Ed. teenagers my mother tutors
(her "chickadees"). And in between and all around the

towering piles, smaller mounds of pencils, pens, clippings, and
scrap paper notes congregate, lost in the shadows above them.
Sheet music spills from on top of the piano to a neighboring
ladder-back chair. Gift calalcgs mingle with teacher's

magazines at one end of the sofa.
In the study, my father keeps his own corner secure. His
well-worn recliner notched between an end table loaded with

library books and agricultural magazines and a coffee table

layered with favorite science fiction, spy novels, historical texts.
His piles are more contained, belter organized, and all together
less daring than my mother's, but no less dusty.
I'd be happy to dust if I could find a table, a counter, or
even a shelf-top hidden under all the precarious stacks of

miscellaneous publications. My father smiles and shakes his
head. He says that nature abhors a vacuum and my mother
can't stand an empty surface. 1 look at their home and see it as

the shelter for two uniquely full and generous lives.
-Caroline Smith
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Boys Play
Running
A w a y, s c r a p e d s c a r r e d

knees, torn dresses, spilled biood,
biack and blue eyes - a domestic
playground.

-Lucy C.iop;io-Pirkey

Three Haiku
Through crystallized mist

the crow finds his landing place
and he laughs out loud.

Rubber tires spin
Passengers afraid of death
Nothing beats nature.
The barren silence

betrayed by soulless sirens
warm ice drips madiy.
-Christina Ficliera
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(untitled)
Wet, soft, silent, gentle, erotic
His touch, his smell, his sparkle, his thin

rough skin rubbing against mine
Smells bring me back to that first moment
Motion of the kiss

Something so personal
t dose my eyes and remember, how his hands
cradled my face
How t looked deep Into his blue eyes and swear
that I saw them sparkle
How when he kissed me,
/ felt a chill In the room

How when / thought about htm.

It brought a smile to my face
/ Close my eyes and let the aroma attack my
senses and take me back to when /
First remember a smell

Forgetting to say No
Overlooking and forgetting It
Remembering pieces of the night
Not understanding

Digging, wanting to know the truth

Wanting to be pure, having washed my
Innocence away
Scrubbing, washing
Never again the dirt Is un-washabte
I remember

Saying No
-anonymous
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^ettcA^ 'O/i SM^OAAC
Breasts, hips, waistline, and too much make-up are all some

people see when they see Barbie. Feminists tell us that she is at

the root of female insecurities. They say she ur^'^es young girls
to be thin and blond. But how many people you know aiv
jealous of 11 1/2 inches of tanned rubber? Barbie, like most
women we label as airheads, is more than just what meets the

eye. She is a vehicle for every little girl's creativity and dreams.
With Barbie, a little girl can be anything she wants to be; there
are no limitations on what Barbie can be. Barbie, lor better or
worse, has become a role model. She is no longer Just a doll;

she is a member of our society.

Barbie was conceived in sunny California by Ivuth I landler.

Ruth's husband and a friend developed Mattel, a toy company
with a specialization on doll furniture. Upon the departure of
co-creator Harold Mattonson, Ruth joined her husband in

running the business. Ruth watched their daughter, Barbai-a,

play with paper dolls and ideas began to formulate. Little did

she know that these ideas would put Mattel on the map. She
felt that the paper doll not only had no physical dimension, they
had no creative dimensions as well. She wanted her daughter

to have a doll that could be anything and also look like a real
woman. She imagined this doll to have a slim waist, long
tapered l^s, high-heeled feet, detailed facial features, and
painted nails (Westenhouser 6-8).

Switzerland was the site of Ruth's further inspiration. In a
store window, Ruth came across a doll almost identical to her

criteria. She purchased the doll and upon arriving in the
United States submitted it to her design department at Mattel.
They tried to convince her it would not sell; no mother would
buy her daughter a doll that sexy. Since their arguments were
being ignored, the design department began work on the new
doll. Asia was chosen as the manufacturing location and
10
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designers were put to work. A professional designer and
teacher at Choulnard Art School was hired as Barbie's personal
designer (Westenhouser 12). Everything was set for the
production of a doll that would become and American icon.
Barbie's torso was three years in the making before a design
could be agreed upon. The original was immediately rejected
for portraying the wrong image. It defined a rib cage and
nipples. Barbie finally debuted at the International Toy Fair in
California. Employees still doubted the ability of the doll to sell.

In 1959, she blew them out of the water. Department stores
were having trouble keeping her in stock (Westenhouser 15).
The Barbie frenzy had begun.
Barbie's success was a dream come true for Ruth. She had

always thought of toys as a valuable tool in the development of
children. She took great pride in Barbie and her success, but in
the seventies she stepped down as President. She suffered a

mastectomy and found she lacked the energy and enthusiasm
for developing Barbie. After some time off, she began a new

company; Nearly Me developed prosthetic breasts for victims of
breast cancer (Westenhouser 17). She often jokes, "A4y life has

been spent going from breasts to breasts" (lx)rd 8). She was the
fi r s t w o m a n t o i n t r o d u c e d o l l s w i t h b r e a s t s a n d t h e n b e c a m e

the first woman to develop more realistic prosthetic breasts.

Ruth is a woman who seems to have spent the better part of her
life working for the improvement of women.

Many inquires were made about my necessity of Barbie
books by librarians with whom 1 work. 1 explained the
assignment to them and what 1 was trying to say about Barbie.
They laughed and commented on what a "cute" idea it was.

Days later, 1 happened to mention during conversation that
Barbie was created by a woman - that was when their jaws hit
the floor. They said things like, "Who would have ever

guessed," and "Well, isn't that interesting?" By the tone in their
voices and looks on their faces, I knew that they were not saying
what was on their minds. I would wager a guess that what they
11
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really wanted to ask was, "Why would a woman create a doll
for young girls that looks like that?" A woman not only created
Barbie, but the Barbie division of Mattel has almost always been
run by women, still is (l^rd 10).

Ruth Handler would probably be very happy to explain, as
she has done before, that "Barbie was created so little girls
could have choices about their future" (Robins 32). What little

girl has not used Barbie to model her dreams? In my case.

Barbie was most often a teacher and G.I. Joes were hei' students.
Playing with Barbie was always exciting. Vou could do her hair
in the styles your mother forbade you to have. She could wear
an evening gown to the playground with high-heeled shc>es.
When I would pick her up out of the toy box, she was no longer
just a doll; she became an extension of me. If Bai-bie could do it

so could I, because she was just a doll after all. For many young

girls. Barbie is synonymous with the future. Kosalynn Sumner,
a 1984 Olympic Silver medalist, saw her future in Barbie.

When the Barbie Olympic doll series came out, 1 was I 2 or 13

years old. I knew I was headed for the Olympics. I had always
associated the Barbie doll with my own dreams... so I kept the

doll on my desk. It really represented my own future" (Robins
73).

Barbie did not stop at the Olympics. Her resume was far
more extensive. From teacher to veterinarian, doctor to racecar

driver, and everything in between. One thing Barbie never has
been, however, is officially married to Ken. "Barbie can be

whoever a little girl wants her to be whether she's going on a
date with Ken, going to the office, or getting married. If we
officially marry Barbie and Ken we close off that play pattern,"
explains Candace Irving of the Mattel Corporation (Robins
104). Barbie had everything a little girl could want, except for

a boyfriend. With great apprehension it was decided that Barbie

would receive a boyfriend. His name would be Ken, after her
son Kenneth. Again designers eame up against a stone wall;
should Ken have genitalia? It was decided after many
negotiations that his underwear would be drawn on and he
12
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would have a slight "bulge" (Ixird 49). Whether they realized
this at the time or not, this decision ironieally ties in with their

next obstacle. Ken became Barbie's unofficial boyfriend, but
the public wanted more. Little girls all over the world wanted
Barbie to have a baby. That was where Ruth drew the line.
"Pregnancy would never mar Barbie's physique nor would
progeny compromise her freedom" (Ixird 50). It was a good
thing Barbie did not want a baby because 1 do not think Ken
would be much help; his underwear is permanently in place.
Ruth decided to quench societies need for a Barbie baby.

Skipper became part of the Barbie baby-sits set; Skipper would
be the baby sister. Barbie could baby-sit but she could not give
birth!

The woman's liberation movement attacked Barbie;
accusing her of condoning housekeeping and women as sex

objects. The accusations combined with Ruth's mastectomy
caused Mattel to put Barbie on the back burner (lx»rd 91). Talk
about your extremists. 1 know that at six years old 1 did not

even know what was meant by sex, why would 1 think Barbie
was bad? 1 was always encouraged to play with my Barbies;
dress and undress them as 1 pleased and no one objected. Little
girls are not going to associate Barbie with sexism. Although
Barbie took on an identity when 1 played with her, I always
knew she was just a doll and nothing more. The only way it
would have occurred to me that Barbie was sexy was if that
was the message sent by my caregivers. By constantly
commenting on the way Barbie looks, we are encouraging

children to notice and analyze the way she looks. As for
promoting sex, I found a fun fact that might argue with that. In
1987, Ken and Barbie had had a 27 year relationship, but
Barbie's canopy bed was and still is a single (Robins 121).
At the close of the seventies, after the feminist hoopla died
down. Barbie was reintroduced to society. She emerged
stronger than ever. She had new careers, new transportation,
new clothes, and new friends. Celebrities became the target of

Barbie designers. Donny and Marie Osmond were turned into
1Z
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friends of Barbie, as well as many other prominent eelebrities
of the time. The new decade came with new advei tising ideas.
Barbie was introduced with the slogan "We girls can do

anything!" Commercials included girls of all ages and
ethnicity. Once again, Barbie was out to pi'ove she was more
than just a pretty face. The most famous creation was the Day
to Night Barbie. She came with two outfits and accessories; a

business suit and briefcase, full of office supplies, and an
evening gown and purse (Ixird 118). The idea was to make
girls realize they could succeed in a man's workl and not have

to give up their femininity. Nothing was goring to hold Barbie
down. A new book set was created where Barbie was the
independent minded heroine.

I am not denying that Barbie's looks send mess^iges about

physical perfection, but how many dolls on the market have
imperfections? If dolls were imperfect, how much fun would
children have playing with them? She is after all just a doll,

even if she is referred to as a person. The only way a young girl

wil receive and believe the alleged wrong messages Barbie is
sending is if there is an adult encouraging it. As a little girl, 1
ooked at Barbie as a beautiful doll who could do anything I

wanted. Not once did I look at her and say maybe I shoidd look

1 e her; people like Barbie because she is pretty, maybe I would

make more friends if I looked like her. Her looks have always

been a part of Barbie's appeal; the glamorous dresses and

beautiful hairstyles are intoxicating. There is no doubt that

children are susceptible to what they see and hear, but Barbie
has never said you need to be skinny to succeed. Society has
put those words in Barbie's smiling mouth. Observing my
cousins and thinking back to when I played with Barbie's, the

best part was her clothes. We would dress and undress them,
but never once did our parents say that it was bad for Barbie to
look the way she did. Our parents never made us aware of the
messages people were saying Barbie sent. I was not aware of

the pressures to look good until I started school. Only if we
expose our children to negative comments on Barbie will they
begin to think that there is more to looking good than
11^
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succeeding. It docs not matter if what we are telling little girls
is that Barbie's promotion of beauty over brains is bad, we are
planting an idea in the child's mind. What if they had never
considered that? We have just embedded an idea that could
grow and potentially become a problem for that child.
Unfortunately, there are some women who would go to the
utmost extremes to make themselves look like Barbie. Cindy
Jackson of Fremont, Ohio has undergone twenty operations and
has spent 55,000 dollars in the Barbieization process. She has
undergone everything from chemical peels to liposuction.
Cindy also runs a cosmetic surgery bureau in London and,
therefore, her surgeries are tax deductible. In 1993, her lower

lip was the only untouched area on her entire body; it did not
stay that way for long. She was already planning lip

enlargements and fat transplants (Lord 246). Cindy is by no
means identical to Barbie, but she is a lot closer now than when

she started, almost ten years previous. The good old-fashioned
fitness regimen just did not work for Cindy. "It's not me to go
to a gym and exercise... 1 do not know that it's really good for
you. You go to the gym and you have to keep going. I'm careful
who 1 sweat with, too..." (Lord 247). Personally, I do not think

liposuction is extremely healthy. As a child, Cindy admired
Barbie's freedom as well as her looks. She watched her father
control her mother and she did not want that for herself.

"...And not to fulfill her potential because of men and children.
If I didn't have that freedom, 1 wouldn't have that husband or
partner" (Lord 249).
Cindy has begun to experience problems with her breast
implants and is planning on having them removed. She has
been registered in London as the bionic woman, but has doubts
about being the only one. "I don't even think I want to walk

down the street in California. They've all done what I've done.
Over there, I'm just another Barbie doll" (Lord 251). It seems
Cindy not only wants to look like Barbie, she wants to be one of

the only people who has gone through the trouble. I wonder if
it is really worth all that work to look like an 11 I /2 inch doll.
n
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All of us have insecurities. It's liuiuan nature. But how

many of us would take the risk associated with cosmetic
surgery? It is because of women like Ciiidy, who will lake those

risks, that society has made Barbie synonymous with pressure
to be perfect. If she was a woman, she would be five teel si.x

inches tall, weigh one hundred and ten pounds, wear a size
seven, and her measurements would be 39-18-33 (Robins
108). She would also be a successful career wc")man who is not

afraid to face the world alone. Aren't these some of the goals

we hope our daughters will achieve? We tell girls they do not
have to be pretty to succeed, which is true, but what message is
that sending to pretty girls? Are we trying to tell beautiful
women that because they are beautiful, they must be stupid?
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, they say, and Barbie is

definitely beautiful, but that's not all she is. She is trying to tell

young girls to reach for their dreams. Barbie will always attract

the attention of little girls. Our job is to help those girls

understand what Barbie is ti7ing to say. Ruth I landler set out to
create a doll that promoted femininity, independence, and

success in the business world. Barbie has held every positic'in
imaginable, whereas Ken always has a suit on but has never had
a career. Over the past few, people have been complaining
more than ever about Barbie's looks. What does that

accomplish, other than drawing more attention to the way she

looks and less attention to the message she is trying to send?

Mattel calculated that in 1993, somewhere in the world

two Barbies were sold every second (Lord 7). In 198(1, if you

lined up the total number of dolls manufactured head to toe it
would wrap around the equator more than three times (Robins

116). Barbie is not likely to disappear, no matter what kind of
fuss is made. Today's society, especially women, has to slop
doing to Barbie what women accuse men of doing to them. We
need to stop looking at what she looks like and start
concentrating on what she stands for. She is not there for us to

dump all of our feminist issues on; she did not intentionally

cause any of them. She is just a doll that looks really good for

n m m n n t h n i i n h l
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forty (that's how long she has been around). Slie is a vehicle for
the dreams of little girls, nothing more, nothing less. Barbie is
an American icon that little girls cherish and probably always
will. That's Barbie, for better or worse.
-Kim Oiivera
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Pink Childhood
Pink for my Laura Ashley bedroom, with its
pale pink and white furniture, and dark pink
futips, entwined with vines, smiting down,

lovingly stenciled by my de voted mother.
Pink for my plastic Big Wheel, and the happy,
laughing My Liftte Ponies, dancing ait over,

theirpastetstickers plastered everywhere,
spinning in time with each push of the pedat.

Pink for what the world perceived as a loving
family, with six perfect children, sweet pets,

a woman and a slightly older man madty in iave.

Too bad they never saw any of the hidden abuse.

Now, I hate the color pink, and the pain its

memories create. My bedroom is blue, my

bike s purple, the perfect parents divorced.
Nightmares of pink childhood sfiH haunt me.
t Witt always bear their hateful scars, forever.
-Liz Lcanorc Modesitt
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Jivcry faniily hands down, from one generation to tlie next,
tlieir treasured and time lionored family recipes; recipes which

contain specially selected "secret ingredients" which are kept
under lock and key or only shared through whispers. Usually,
each of these delicious dishes are well seasoned by the flavor of

that unique lineage. Sometimes, if you are really fortunate, a

very ambitious and well-organized clan member will take the
time and care to collect all the wonderful inherited family

recipes and compile them into a "family cookbook." Thereby,
this creates a cherished heirloom, a feast, to sustain and

nourish, to be strengthened by and enjoyed by all, a banquet of
tradition to be handed down through the generations.

With all this in mind, 1 would like to share with you now, a

few of my own personal family "secret recipes," all of which

have been dished out from one generation to the next. You may

be surprised to find the recipes which have been cooked up by
my kin, offer a uniquely different palatable twist. In addition,
you wil notice our taste for things somewhat bitter. May 1

present to you now. My Family Cookbook, a collection which

has nurtured our souls for three generations, or shall I say, our
"soul food."

Grand Mo Green's Recipe for Madness

Step 1; Take one hostile male smothered with generous
amounts of alcohol and marinate for twenty yeais.

Step 2: Add to this one orphaned female disowned by
adoptive parents, (fillet ot sole) Remove all traces of hope.
Step 3; Combine the first two ingredients in a large pot of
poverty. Let it stew in its own juices of ignorance.
Step 4: Stir in eleven children seasoned with ample amounts
of abuse and neglect.

Step 5: Cook on a furious flame until it reaches a raging
boil.

1"/
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A stew of pure and utter madness is the only way to
describe the outcome of Grand Ma Green's family concoction.

She simply accepted the basic stock ingredients that were
handed down through her own mother, never questioning her

mother's not so tasteful or carelessly chosen selections. I often
wonder why Grand Ma Green, after the birth of each of her
eleven children, did not choose to alter the recipe in any way.

She could have replaced the alcoholic and updated it to a non
alcoholic version or perhaps, she could have left out the
peppered neglect and abuse of her children and added a

sweeter substitution of unconditional love. Why was she

unable to see that changes could and needed to be made in her
family cookbook? It was she who carried the "biscuits in the
oven." It was her kitchen and those children were her

creations. However, and most unfortunately, she stuck with the

traditional fare when it came to choosing what would sustain
her children. She did not see the hunger for love and affection

in her children's eyes, nor did she quench their thirst for the
milk of her kindness.

When you look closely at my mother's face, you see deep-

is a wrinkles seared in by anger, resentment, and bitterness,
er eyes reflect the consequences of a malnourished soul

deprived of all essential spiritual nutrients devoid of hope,

faith, and forgiveness. My mom stuck with Grand Ma Green's

original recipe" (I can't imagine why! tradition perhaps?) She
did, however, choose to double the portion of our family's
secret ingredient, yielding 2 alcoholic/hostile males, and
adding only 10 slightly beaten children this time around.
Otherwise, there were no alterations or substitutions made.

Memories light the corners of my mind, misty colored
memories of the way we were." The words to this song
automatically pop into my mind every time I attempt to look
back at "the way we were." Dark childhood memories are

safely stored away, never to be spoken of, filed under "things
not to do. Indulge me now on a walk down my "memory

lane;" a shadow filled promenade, I hope you don't find it too
20
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scary. My earliest misty recollection is our cigarette clouded
kitchen; walls painted sereaming yellow, half drunk cups of
coffee on a cluttered kitchen table, and a seemingly never

ending mountain of filthy rotten, ripe clothing. My mom is in
her demon possessed voice, screeching so intensely that veins
pop out of her neck, 1 notice that they are dark blue, her

eyeballs begin to bulge out of their sockets. This scene played

itself out repeatedly throughout the years. I was so terrified of
her, 1 was absolutely convinced that she might snap and kill mel
1 still have nightmares as an adult.

Another precious "colored memory" which can be found
while strolling through my past which struck me as ironic was

the time I had misplaced a wind-up alarm clock and "Mommy
Dearest" was irate! Suddenly, she lunged at me with her fist,

pow I Right in the nose! It was her mother's ring decorated
with all of our birthstones that actually caused my nose to

bleed. Seeing the shocked expression on my faee, which
indicated that perhaps 1 was now worthy of some pity,

infuriated her even more and she went into a tirade of curses!

As 1 walked away, the encounter was ended with a steak knife

being tiling in my direction. The things that went on in that
kitchen would make an onion cry.

....corners of my mind.... Okay! Ixt's talk about corners, in

particular, kitchen corners. On occasion, 1 notice them and I

am reminded ot the many hours 1 spent being banished to the

corner of that yellow screaming kitchen of my youth. Usually,
there was no rhyme or reason for the punishment. I had this
horrible habit of desperately attempting to explain myself to my
mom; using reason on a mad "mad women" resulted in many
visits to these walls. Over time, those walls and I developed a

quite intimate relationship for neither they, nor 1, could run
away or speak up in protest. If those walls could talk, boy
would they have a tale to tell. Sometimes, my mom would
forget I was there! It was only when 1 crouched down, and

assumed the bursting bladder position, while tears streamed

down my face that I was given any relief from her banishment.
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My childhood was steeped in a tradition ot" madness. It was
a smorgashboard of absurdity, insanity, cruelty, aiKl liate.
Finally, one day I had the courage to walk out of that

"madhouse," slamming the kitchen door shut as 1 left, vowing
never to dish out that which had been dished out to me. As 1

matured into a young adult, a bit fried perhaps but not burnt, 1

realized it was critical for me to understand my motheiAs
behavior, lest I repeat the same recipe for madness. Aly new
diet consisted of devouring books on the societal elYects of
poverty, psychology, human growth and development,

anthropology and philosophy. 1 was hungry foi' knowledge and
needed to get rid of the stew of ignorance that 1 had been fed.
Instead, a feast of knowledge led to understanding which meant
there was the hope of change for me and the possibility of
someday forgiving my mother.

My future, from that point on, looked pretty sweet as far as

I was concerned. I was destined to have a slice of that

Ameiican apple pie dream. But, 1 had forgotten one extremely

important note from my things not to do list, filed under "g" for

get involved with my family's "secret ingredient" (one hostile

rnale smothered m alcohol). My personal recipe began taking
shape at that time. It was in January of that year that I

discovered that something was brewing in my body; much to
my surprise, it was the fermenting of my hormones! I was

pregnant! My whole pregnancy was a "total out of body

experience" for the most part. I was terrified of repeating the

same time honored cooking traditions of my foremothers. I

would never choose to nourish my child on such a distasteful

cuisme; its bitterness made me cringe as a child.

Luckily, fate took control and cooked up an epicurean

delight of her own, which would change my menu forever.
One cool September night, I was eight months pregnant and
was as big as a watermelon, and I began another "wild goose
chase" because the gander was once again out getting sauced

and baked with herb. Needless to say, my quest ended when I
lost my footing, wound up being suspended in mid air over a
22
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twenty-fool ditch, clinging onto the roots of a tree, iiolding on
for my life and my child's. Everyone jumped to my rescue

except for one specially selected individual. He found the
entire incident to be hysterical in his drunken stupor. As I

hung there in that pit, I thought my life had reached its lowest
point. I was so extremely humiliated! How could I have
allowed this to happen? As I looked up at the gathering
crowd, I knew from this point on, my life would change
because both my child and I deserved better. Before that
month had ended, 1 had broken with the tradition and

discarded our family's "secret ingredient."
Soon after that, my absolutely beautiful baby girl was
born. 1 named hei" Alarika; she is the "chicken soup lor my

soul " I promised to her on that day I would use every cell of
my body to love unfailingly. I swore to her that she would be
sustained by patience, gentleness, and lorgiveuess. luough

her, I began to have hopes and dreams of what could be and

the possibilties seemed endless. I cried with joy and was filed
with conviction and great determination. 1 was now the

galloping gourmet! It was now my turn to invent whole new
dishes.

Debbie Dodo's Delightful Dessert

Step 1: Take one single mom wrapped in a thick layer of
understanding.

Step 2: Combine with one rolly-polly child stuffed with
laughter, joy, and unconditional love.

Step 3: Baste with the spice of life (variety of diverse

friends and experiences) to create a rich, full flavor.
Step 4: Serve on a bed of "how to parent books."
Step 5: Never, make any substitutions your mother would
choose to make.
-Deborah Witkus
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Freedom
Freedom comes with desire.
Desire to be heard and understood.

Freedom is strong.
People fight to be able to speak.
Don't sit back.

Don't let freedom pass you by.
Express your feelings, nofions, and ambitions.
Don 7 live as the ghost of your ancestors' past.
Mothers, fathers,
murdered.

Sisters, brothers,
burned.

Aunts, uncles,
enslaved.

Nieces, nephews,
starved.

Grandmothers, grandfathers,
tortured.

Simple folk, pursuing simple dreams,
crushed under the boots of Nazis
marching into the Hoiocaust.

Annihilated for being what they were.
Identities,

taken away.
Families,

separated.
Dreams,
crushed.

Don 7 iet those ghosts contra! your life,
hurt your famiiy
take away your rights.
Voice your convictions,

pray for what your beiieve in.
Don 7 fear fhe future.
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Ta k e a s t a n d .

Gather others around you.
Cry, yeit, be heard.
Death does not bring freedom;

Freedom brings iife.
-Jennifer Levin

Be Strong
Be strong
And

hold

on

For there is tomorrow

Moid back your sorrow
For there is no time to shed your tears
Have

no

fears

Moid on to faith

And forget the shame
Value your life

For it is a gift that can never be given twice
Don 7put yourself down

For the key to life is believing in yourself
Be strong

And the Lord will lead you to happiness
-Milissa Garside
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October 11, 1994 was a day tliat chan^^cd my life foi-ever.
It was what 1 would call the turning point of my childhood. A

day that has changed my life forever, so much that things will
never go back to the way they were before. It was the day I was

diagnosed with Epilepsy.
It was a normal day no different from any othei'. I went

through my usual routine: wake up, jump in the shower, eat
breakfast while running out the door to catch the bus, go to
school, and come home. Well, when 1 got home from school my
mother was heading out the door to go grocery shopping and I
decided to go with her.

While at Stop and Shop, I had left my mother to go look at

the magazines. After deciding I needed the new Seventeen

Magazine, 1 headed back to my mother with tlie magazine tight
m my hand. Planning to ask my mother to buy it for me, I

eaded back to aisle thirteen where she now was. As she picked
up a bottle of fide, before I could even say anything, an intense
ee ing of dizziness took over my body and I knew what I was in
f o r.

I woke up surrounded by strange faces looking down at me
all having a panicked look and asking my mother if I was ok.
Very confused by my surroundings I tried to move but was too

weak. After a few minutes I finally began to remember things
my mother was asking me, such as "do you know where you

are? Do you know who I am?", etc. Then, before 1 knew it, I
was on a stretcher at Lahey Clinic.

From the emergency room that night I called my best friend
Chandrima to tell her what happened. She was very worried
and asked if they thought it was Epilepsy. I had never even
heard this term before and was sure she was overreacting. A
2^
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few days after 1 had left the hospital, I was called back into the
doctor's office, just looking at the doctor's face I knew
something was wrong. She kindly told me that 1 liad Epilepsy
and needed to be on medication immediately. Still to this day,

my friend Chandrima thinks that she jinxed me into getting this
awful disordei".

1 was six when "they" started. They were first classified as
"fainting spells" and the doctors said that they would be

outgrown. Unfortunately, I never did outgrow them. They only
got worse. As they continued to progress, they became longer,
my eyes started to tlash, my muscles tightened, my body shook,
and my hand stretched out to torm similar to someone with
Cerebral Palsy.

Having a seizure is an experience that is very hard to

describe. \ don't remember the few minutes before or after they
occur. I am in an intense dream slate that seems very peaceful

while my body goes out of control. It is very relaxing until the
moment when wake up. Then I am very confused and don't

recognize anybody even my own family members. My muscles
ache and my head hurt more then any headache I have ever

experience before. I always sleep through the next week or so

because the five minutes that the seizure lasted takes everything
out of me.

At first, after being diagnosed, I totally denied that anytliing
was wrong with me at all. It was iiard for me to understand
that I actually had Epilepsy, this was because I had been tested a
million times before and the results always came back negative.

Why were the results different this time? This question kept
running through my mind. What had I done wrong?
There was reason for me to have Epilepsy in the first place.
I was healthy as a horse, or so I thouglit. There was also no

history of any severe head trauma, infection, or any other of
the reasons that may cause this disorder. I just didn't get it,
how someone could have a disorder like tliis without it having a
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reason behind it? I just pretended that it wasn't even there at
all. It was never discussed outside ol my family. I was
encouraged to hide my condition.

I blame this denial and nonexistence on my doctor. She told
my parents and me not to tell anyone that I was epileptic and
that if I had to be documented write "seizure disorder" vs.

"Epilepsy". This was due to the stereotypes that people have for
epileptics. You would think that a disorder such as this that has

been around since before the time of Julius Caesar, that the

stereotypes and ignorance would be gone, but unfortunately
some of the stereotypes that faced him still face me today.
My denial and game I played pretending that Epilepsy did

not exist lasted until the day that I was eligible to get my

learner's permit, two years later. I had been waiting to get my
permit since what seemed like forever. I got dismissed from

school and my Dad brought me to the registry, 'fhe drive to the
registry seemed never-ending. I ran ahead of my father and
started to fill out the papers. I filled out my name, address,

irt iday, etc. I skipped over the questions concerning seizures

and medication. I was ready to hand it in.

Unfortunately for me before my father signed it, he checked
It over and wrote in Epilepsy where I had "accidentally" left it
out. I was so excited that I didn't even notice until tiie lady

asked when my last seizure was. My father told her it was two

weeks ago and she politely told me that I couldn't get my

learner's permit because I needed to be seizure free for six

months and have a doctor's note to verify that I was on

medication. It was the first time that my Epilepsy actually came
into play. This made me face reality real quick.

It was that night that everything that I had been pushing
away for so long came back to haunt me. I stayed up all night

with my mother, crying and asking, "What did I do to deserve

this?" She couldn't answer my question but she just held me
and told me that everything was going to be all right. I was so
2?
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sick of boiii^ sick, sick ol' taking medication that wasn't
working tor me, sick of" being ditterent, and sick of iuiving
seizures.

Anotiier problem I iuid with my Epilepsy, aside from being
in denial of two years, was my medication. My doctor had the
hardest lime finding a medication that my body could tolerate.
We tried every anti-conversant medication and nothing
worked.

Every medicine has its side effects and every side effect
listed 1 suffered from. This included, in no particular order:

rashes, chest pains, an.xiety attacks, gaining thirty pounds in
one montii, weight loss, depression, headaches, vomiting,
increase dizziness, mood swings, drowsiness, depletion of white
blood cells, livei- and kidney damage, heart problems,gum

decay, vision problems, and the list goes on forever. Also, 1 had
reaction to almost every medication 1 was on, which threw me
into a seizure.

It got to the point that 1 was changing meds every two
months. 1 have taken every medication for Epilepsy: Dilantin,

Tegretol, Depakote, Fhenobarbital, and more. Also my doctor
tried giving me a combination of two or three meds to see if
that would work, but it was no u,se. All the meds either gave me
severe side effects or caused me to have a seizure.

1 finally decided that I had enough. 1 wanted to fake myself
off my medicine. 1 explained to my doctor about my concern

about my medication. She didn't "Hip out" like I thought she
would. Instead she told me that 1 needed to wait until 1 was

eighteen and a legal adult. She wanted me to realize that 1 was
taking full responsibility for my actions. I needed to think of
the consequences: losing my license for a year and having to
take medications with no questions asked.
My parents did not want me to stop because they were
afraid. I think the medication was a comfort for them. They
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just felt better knowing that I was on mods oven though they
saw that it was tearing me apart. i\4y doctor told mo from the

beginning that when first put on a medication tor Kpilepsy you

have the best chance to get the medication to prevent seizures
and have little to no effects. But every medication after lliat
has only a 15% chance of stopping the seizures and will
usually cause more side effects. I had already been through
many medications and many different combinations of mods.
This fact kept running through my head whenever I thought
about stopping the meds.
It seemed like I was losing a never-ending battle. I would

take medication that was supposed to stop my seizures; instead

they were causing seizures. It just didn't make sense to me.
Soon, I realized that some people just aren't cut out for

medication. I had given four years of my life to them and was

losing the battle. My parents tried to understand but they

were not the ones taking the meds. I knew that they would

support my deeision even if they didn't agree. I wanted to

make my parents happy but needed to make myself happy too.
So I had made my final decision, and on my eighteenth
birthday I declared that I would no longer take medication. It
was the hardest deeision I ever had to make. Nobody could
understand, they all thought I was crazy. But it was

something that I needed to do. Also, I went against my doctor's
wishes and told people, instead of lying, that I did in fact have

Epilepsy. It was awkward at first but I got a lot of support. I

just wanted people to realize that all people with Epilepsy are

not crazy and should not be treated any differently.

I have now been off my meds for ten months and
everything is great. I feel a lot better and I do a lot more. I

finally got the old me back. I lost it for a while to my meds,

but she is back now. As I had said before, I have a seizure
every year or year and a half. This February will be one year.
I know that from February to June will be hell. I will be
walking on eggshells waiting to see if my seizure will come. I
30
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promised myscH" that 1 would remain optimistic. Hopefully, I
can prove everyc>ne wrong and my seizures will disappear.
After 1 came to terms with my Epilepsy 1 became very
interested in Epilepsy in general. I had never even heard of

Epilepsy before 1 was diagnosed. 1 think that this is weird
considering it effects one in every hundred people (Epilepsy
Foundation of Northeast Ohio 1). 1 could not understand why

my doctor told me not to tell anyone and why it was supposed
to be kept such a big secret, but through my research I learned

of the stereotypes that came with this disorder. If people were
more informed and learned that normal people can have this

disorder then maybe these stereotypes can disappear.

Epilepsy is not a new disorder. It is actually one of the

oldest-known disorders of the brain. It was mentioned as tar

back as 2080 BC in the Hammurabi Law Code. It was known as
the sacred disease. This name of the sacred disease was given

because the whole history of Epilepsy is linked with beliefs that
demons took over people's bodies and caused them to have
"fits" (Scott 88). The word Epilepsy took over "sacred disease"
and derived from a Greek word meaning "a condition of being

overcome, seized, or attacked" (Patrick 1). People infected with
this disorder were, and in some eases are, thought to be crazy.
There is no reason for people with Epilepsy to be thought as

crazy. Epilepsy is not a mental disorder. It is a neurological
disorder that affects the brain. Epilepsy is a seizure disorder,

which is the recurring of seizures ('ITEF 1). A seizure is "the
abnormal electrical discharge from a group of cells."

Depending on what part of the brain the discharge comes from
determines the type of seizure a person will have (Patrick 1).
When someone thinks of a seizure they think of it as
violent shaking, foaming of the mouth, biting of the tongue,
thrashing of the arms and legs, and unconsciousness. Not every
seizure that someone experiences has these characteristics.
There are many different types of seizures and all have their
own unique characteristics.
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The kind of seizures that I suffer from once a year are

generalized convulsive seizures (grand-mal seizures), 'i'liey are
very scary for the victim and the pcoplc aroillltl lliltl 01" licr.
These seizures include a person crying out and then falling to
iiie ground unconscious. A person may iiiakc llirashing
movements, jerking of the limbs. They nuiy lose control of their

bowel movements, may have muscle spasm, and may bite their
longue. There is a deep sleep after the convulsion and the

person may awaken with a licadache and lack of memory of
the episode (Griffith I).

Anotiier type of seizure tliat I liave all througli the year as
much as once a day is generalized anti-convulsant seizure
(absent seizures). These are most common in children but still

can affect anyone at any age. It is when a person remains

conscious. They stare into space and appear to be dtiydrcaming.
There is rhythmic blinking and usually the person is unaware
that they just had a seizure (Griffith 2).

This type of seizure was almost as bad as my grand-mal
seizures. This was because they got me in the most trouble. 1
can't tell you how many times 1 got in trouble for
"daydreaming" in class. It is very hard because 1 didn't even

realize that 1 was having a seizure. So when my teachers yelled
at me, it was very frustrating. Also 1 could miss 5-10 minutes

of a lecture and not even know it until 1 went over my notes. 1
tried to explain to my teacher that 1 was having a seizure. Some
of them understood and some didn't care.

Other types of seizures include simple partial seizures

which are a tingling sensation in one's arm, finger, or foot. One
may perceive a bad odor and see flashing lights. Meanwhile,
the whole time the person remains conscious (Griffith 1).
Another type of seizure is the complex partial seizure. The

person remains conscious but sits motionless. They make
strange, repetitive or inappropriate movements or behaviors
(Griffith 2).
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Tlicre arc over twenty types of seizures that effect ail

dilTorent parts of lite brain. Coinnion feelii\ss associated witli
seizures are iineeriainty, fear, piiysicai and mental cxliaustion,

confusion, and memory loss. Although some seizures arc far
more severe than others, they arc alt very scary to experience.
Seizures can last from a few seconds to several itlillUlCS, and in
some rare ease.s, hours. A grand-mat seizure lasts from 1-7

minutes (Patrick 8). For me personally, they lasted 5-6 minutes.
Absent seizures can last from a few seconds to a few minutes.

'rreatments for Kpilepsy were also very ditterent in the past.
These treatments that were used in the past seem barbaric today

but people tridy believed thai Ihey worked. For example, one
common treatment used was a hot iron that was placed on the

patient's chests. Doctors believed that this would free the
invading spirits that were believed to be the cause ol the
disorder (Lapland 170). Other treatments include: prescribed
herbal teas, ordered to take numerous baths, intusions of

orange blossoms, drinking large amounts ot water, walking

long distances in bad weather, being plunged into cold baths
while being wrapped in sheets, and regular bleedings with
leeches (1 70).

'Fhe treatments used now are much different and less
barbaric than before. In most cases, anti-conversant or anti-

epilcptic drugs are used. There are many ditterent kinds used

to treat the different types of seizures. The medications are not

a cure for Epilepsy because there is yet to be a cure. 1 hese

medications are only to prevent seizures and make them less
s e v e r e .

Another treatment that is not as common is surgery. When

medication fails and the injured brain tissue is only confined to
one area, surgery can be performed to take out the section of
the brain that causes the seizures (Patrick 3). In most cases,

this surgery will end the seizures all together and is very
successful. It is a very dangerous process and cannot be done to
just any patient.
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Another treatment is a special diet called the Ketcgenic
Diet. It is a diet very rich in fats and oils but low in proteins
and carbohydrates. There is also a restriction on calories and
liquids. This diet creates a condition called ketosis. This causes
a metabolic shift that increases the seizure threshold tor some

people (Patrick 4). This diet can end seizures all tc>^ether. It is

very bad for you, and in the end, can lake years off of your life.
I was given the choice to go on this diet as an alternative to

medication. My doctor was pushing it while my mother really
didn't want me to. I would have to go to John 1 lopkins to be
supervised for a few months. 1 wanted to because it sounded

like a dream come true: stop my seizures and go back to my
normal life. This was not the case. This diet was exti'cmely bad
for you health. You had to starve your body in order to stop the
seizures. After my family researched it for a while, we decided
against it.

Some other treatments may include Biofeedback,
transcendental meditation, acupuncture, meditation, etc. Like 1

have said before, there is yet to be a cure for Kpilepsy and the
treatments listed to do not stop every seizure, only some of
them. No treatment is guaranteed to totally stop seizures and

no treatment will, but it is worth it to try the treatment even itit only reduces half of the seizures.

There are certain things that epileptic people should stay
away from because they can cause seizures. These include:

strobe lights, sudden changes from dark to light, loud noises,

certain musical notes, certain patterns on a computer screen or
television, lack of sleep, etc. People need to learn what makes

them have a seizure and keep away from them.

For me viruses caused my seizures; when I got chicken pox,
strep throat, mono, etc. Also, when my blood sugars get too low
I am apt to have a seizure. Another time I am at risk is when 1

get really stressed out or run down. I am very sensitive to
medications, so when I get a reaction to a med, without fail I
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have a seizure. Once 1 learned wliat triggered my seizures and
what to avoid then I got better control of my seizures.
If the public can learn that people with Epilepsy are not
crazy, then the stereotypes can disappear. They are normal
people just like the average joe. Some really famous people had
and have Epilepsy such as: Julius Caesar, Joan of Arc, Vincent
Van Ccgh, Neil Vonng, Charles Dickens, Socrates, Alfred Lord
Tennyson, Edgar Allen Foe, Alexander the Great, Aristotle, Isaac
Newton, Harriet Tubman, James Madison, and the list goes on
(LaFlante ICO). You would never think that these people are
crazy or any diffei-ent at all. You could never tell that they were
any different. 1 use these people as role models. If they could
survive Epilepsy with less research and information than I have,
then so can I.

-Krisfal Ricker
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The Irreplacibility of
Embrace
/ am a ray of the Sun.
/ am the dream recurred and the breaking of
d a w n .

/ am the image in the mist.
and the warm breeze on a coot day.
t am the essence of iove.

t am a memory of a sound moon on a cotd
winter's night,

t am the instant your Hps curt into a child's grin.
t am peace and
t am rage.

t am contradiction in light of stability,

t am the one screaming out in the sHent universe.
i am the Zen master on the mountainside.
/ am the biue in the fire lighting your path
and t am the journey home,
t am the sanity in the asylum.

t am the btank page awaiting my birth and
t am the cultivated art of obsession.
i am the trick of the trade,
i am the breath of tife.

t am the irreplacibility of embrace.
-Kira Kagan
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ghostdance
Boarded up, green
shutters hold tight
this yettow house in Keota, Colorado
fasten the dead, took
in their dreams, we are
only mortal and come

backwards, retrace our way
home, stopped
for photographs

t stand smatt figure
on the plains
above the buttes

near the bones you
unearthed, for me to frame
this loneliness
merges the house

with the sout, stolen

small part fused together
outside of me
t ache to be

Joined with the spotted horse
m the yard

the two dogs barking
the crooked fence

and the grey trees
aching, tike me,
to btoom.

-Anne Elezabeth Pluto
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Angel Owl
The way is dear, i follow long

The search for prey and enter In
The hunt fhe nigh f Is dear and free.
/ sail abo ve, and search for food

Along fhe pafhs where rodents run.
The prey Is small, / heard move,
I listen with God's ears to hear

The slightest move, the rustle soft.
Of mouse steps on the field.

Hold fasf fa nighf, with moon on high.
For grace will come, and silently.
Ye t f a s t a n d s u r e .
/ settle to the earth and feed.

The Anget moves of night, as well.
And sailing from her place on high.
Takes fhose who pray and do God's work,
To grace and silence In her wings.
And holds each one In love and care.
And keeps each safe within their prayers.

The site of angets, owts, and souls,
ts In fhe trees, and fields, and sky.
And prey and prayer Is evermore.
The nouhshmenf all need to live, then die.
For death and life are one,

God's grace In living leads fo death.
The owt In sHent flight Is grace.
And being an the ground Is life,
Ye f o n l y w h e n d e a f h c o m e s c a n l i f e

Keep on fhrough owl and night.
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Keep on my sou!, as angels come.
The prayer is being, iife and death,
i wait in prayer to come with you.
And hoid iife dear, as owis come near.

The owi is coming, iet me pray.
The angei holding, keeps me safe.
And pain and wisdom come to cati.

On siient wings, that welcome death.
-Sharlcnc Vocv^d Cochrane
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To S u s a n *
/

Child woman; ever-friend to the young.

For the rest, prober of the opaque under-sout.

Searching for whaf bound and whaf divided in our
wasting days.
2

L o ver and to ved.

induigent canine provider; yet always spare to
yourself.

Joy and contenfment here, where pine meets sea.
Interrupted by anarchic flesh.
3.

Gentle warrior princess, without seif-pity.
Wiping our tears.

Hospice infant, diapered and hugged.
4

Ashes left, mixed with Maine mother earth,

win nourish hardy fiowers after cold, dark winters.
And, more, an innocent, intrepid, yetpnckty, spint

summons us, your heirs and custodians-"to life"!
*Susan Freund Lamb (1936-1997)

Susan Lamb was my sister-in-law. She died in October
1997 after a three year struggle with ovarian/follopian
cancer. I composed these lines over several weeks
during daily commuting trips and recited them at the
interment of Susan's ashes in her beloved Cope
Elizabeth, Maine on October 31, 1998.
-Paul Fideler
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In memory of Annette's
Greenhouse
Do not fear the darirened earth my friend,
the woman chanted: hope will light the way:
the garden blossoms fertile in the end.
She pruned thorns from roses, - fhe need to mendsoothed scabbed stems with velvet hand of pain:

never fearing the dartrened earth - my friend.
The ghetto drenched them with its violent trend,
still she trimmed, tended their roots in the rain:
the garden blossoms fertile in the end.

She fed their souls with home-made soup, bent
her bossom to their tear-stained cheeks to say:

Do not fear the darkened earth, my friends.

She mad from books of fruiffui fields, to tend

eir dreams her wisdom - wings to fiy away:

the garden blossoms fertile in the end.

And one thriving, teamed son, later penned
a red epitaph to lay atop her grave:
t did not fear the dark earth - mother, friend-,
this rose has blossomed fertile in the end.
-Lucy Giorgio-Firkey
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It was a cold rainy April day in 1998. We were all dressed
in black. As we drove down to Union, we kept asking ourselves,

why? She was such a precious old woman. Why did she have
to suffer from such a horrible cancer? We were on the way to
Rella I.erner's funeral.

'rhroughout the car ride, we kept talking about her. She
was such a cute, sweet, old woman. She always had so much
energy. Evei-y time someone told her something, she always
reacted with such c.xcitement and enthusiasm. She would put

her hands together with a big smile, and say, "Oh, how lovely!
Oh, how wonderful!" or "Oh, how terrific!" 1 can picture her

saying that now. She always knew the right thing to say.
After she got sick, her personality did not change. She

stayed the same effervescent woman that she always was. As
the cancer grew inside her body, she lost a great deal of weight
and strength. It became harder for her to move around.

Although, somehow she found a way to do it, until the last six
weeks.

I did not see her in those last few weeks or even talk to her.

However, my mother spoke to her everyday, and Rella would

always ask about my sister and me. That always made me feel

good. I do not remember her as a sick old woman. 1 remember
her as a lively old woman with a big smile on her face.

Most of the time that 1 spent with her was during dinner,
either at her house or at my house. 1 always remember her
fumbling around in her kitchen, preparing dinner for us.
As we were remembering all of these things, we were

crying. I did not want to cry in front of her family. 1 wanted to
be strong for them. My mother told me, "Get it all out now." I
must have cried the whole drive down there.

1^7,
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When we got to the funeral home my motiier, my sister
Lori, and I walked into a room where the family was sitting. I
tried so hard to control myself, but I could not do it. I got up

and ran into the bathroom, crying. After I pulled myself
together, I went back into the room. A few minutes later,
someone came in and told everyone to go into the parlor room.

We walked into the parlor room and sat right behind the family.

There were tears flowing down our faces. The room was dark.
The casket was sitting in the front of the room. Throughout the
funeral service, I kept staring at the casket. It was hard for me
to believe that she was really in there; she was still so real to
me. Every time I stared at her casket, I kept picturing her

popping her head out, waving with a huge smile on her face. I

was hoping that she was just playing a trick on us, like what
Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer did. She was not though. This was
the real thing. Every time I looked at her casket, I kept trying to
imagine her frail little body inside, but I could not. Kella Lerner
could not really be in there.

Later on, at the cemetery, we stood there, in the cold rain,

istening to the rabbi, as we watched the coffin being lowered
mto the ground. This was it. One by one, each of us stepped
orward and took our turn to scoop three shovel fulls of dirt

onto er casket. When we were all finished, everyone stepped
back as Rella's two sons and two sisters stepped forward to say
the mourners kaddish. -YitgadHl v'yitkadash shemci raba.

Amen. B'alma divera chimtei vayamam'Iich inalchuteL." the

prayer for the dead. When they were done, the family stood in
a line as the friends left; they went down the line and shook
hands with the family and gave their condolences. It felt

strange leaving her there. Rella Lerner did not belong in the
ground.

After the funeral was over, we went back to the family's
house to sit Shiva. In the Jewish religion, after somebody has
died, the family sits in their home for a week to mourn. Their

friends and family come to visit them during this time to

support the family. It was nice to be around Rella Lerner's
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family. 11 made me feel a little better. While we were sitting in
their house, it felt as though we were just at another one of

their parties, but Kella could not be there, because she had
other plans. I kepi thinking that it was normal and that we were

going to be going to Rella's house for dinner in a few weeks.
While we were sitting Shiva, people came up to talk to me.

They were probably just being polite when they asked me,
"How are you?" They probably did not know that 1 was close to
Rella and they probably thought that 1 was just there to be

supportive of the family, just like most of the people were.

Nobody knew that she was my surrogate grandmother. When

they asked me, "How are you?" I could not control myself and
1 ran away crying.

During the time the family sat Shiva, I tried to be there as

I 1. I couas
ld 1 wIas a^ par^t of the extended tannly and it was
much
my place to be thcie ....^cess for me. Her death was a

was the ^ ^ for a while. 1 was
-Alona Leibowitz
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I wake up to a feeling of being under water and see my
grandmother sitting in the chair beside my bed. She is knitting
something with pink yarn. It doesn't make sense because she's

been dead for seven years, but there she is, and what makes
even less sense is that I'm not afraid. She glances up and sees

that 1 am awake, but then goes back to her knitting.
"What are you knitting?" I ask, not wanting to be ignored.

She shakes her head and refuses to look up. "Hush a minute
and let me finish this row," she says. 1 wateh her in silence.
Her silver white head is bent forward in such a way that makes

her long pointed nose seem like the only feature on her face.
She has on her navy blue dress with the short sleeves and the

Mary-Jane collar. Her bib apron, which covers her ample
breast, shows its age by the frayed red facing that borders the
red and white flowered print. This is the apron she wears

when she is cooking. Her lips are moving, and for a moment I
think she is saying the Rosary for me, but then 1 see that she is
counting her stitches. She stops knitting and looks at me with
her full attention.

"I'm knitting a sweater for my great-granddaughter," she
says to me, pointing to the swell of my abdomen I fry to tell

her I think it's a boy, but my head feels heavy and I can't find

the energy to speak. "Don't worry," she says in her lilting Irish
brogue, "I haven't forgotten the booties, I'll have them done for

ye m time." I smile as 1 remember the slippers and the mittens

she made for us every Christmas. Bootie slippers with pom
poms and the mittens that were never long enough to keep the

snow off my wrists. "Til keep ye company for awhile," she tells
m e .

1 close my eyes as 1 feel a pressure deep from within begin
to grip me. It rises to engulf me in an all consuming fury and 1
don't realize that I'm holding my breath until I hear my

rnmmnnthn
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grandniolher's voice, "breathe, child, breathe." 1 do and soon
I'm released from the life-push of the child inside me. My

grandmother's hand rests on my shoulder as the contraction
subsides and my body relaxes down.

My eyes close in weariness. "Tell me a story. Ma," I say to
her, "but please, no devils." I open my eyes to look at her and
she chuckles.

"Well, now, isn't that why I'm here," she says, "and you've
no need to fret, there'll be no telling of devils tonight, for it's

the angels who brought me here to be with you when you give
birth to my great-granddaughter."
I'm not having a girl. Why does she keep saying I'm having

a girl, I think to myself. I'm so sure it's a boy.

My grandmother looks at me as if she heard my thoughts,

and her black-brown eyes burn into me. My head begins to
swim and I hear a droning sound from far away. Slowly it gets
louder and louder as if it were coming closer and closer. The
sound becomes all there is and it swallows me in. Down I go,

spiraling to its core, splashing into a light that is as briliant as a
thousand stars. I feel the eeb and flow of the ocean waves

before I hear them, and suddenly I find myself standing in
them, on a sunny sandy stretch of beach. I hear a tinkling
sound and turn to see that it's a little girl laughing as she holds

a seashell to her ear. Her blonde hair sparkles in the sunlight
and her blue eyes dance with the joy of discovery. She turns to

me holding up the seashell, "Mama, listeni Listen, Mama!" I

take the shell from her little hand and hold it up to my ear. The
sound of the ocean covers me like a wave and pulls me into its
blackness, drawing me up and up.

iVly body is cramping under the pressure and I can't find
my breath. 1 hear my grandmother's voice, "breathe, child,
breathe," and I follow its comforting sound back into
awareness.
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The contraction leaves me weak. 1 take a deep breath and
then another. I remember the little girl with scaslicll and 1 hear
her tinkling laugh. My hand reaches to my belly and I feel life
moving beneath it. 1 am having a girl. 1 open my eyes and stare
at my grandmother in wonderment.
"I'm having a girl," I say to her overcome with emotion.
"Yes, I know, dear," she says mattcr-of-factly.

"But, Ma," I manage to say through tears, "I'm afraid to

have a girl. There is no one here to help me. I'll ruin her life,"
and I begin to cry. The tears come like a flood and 1 cannot stop
them. The sound of my own sobs echoes the truth of my
loneliness.

"There, there, now" she comforts me, "let it all out. A good
cry is just what you need." The lilac scent of her handkerchief

is soothing and I wipe my eyes and blow my nose. 1 feel
ashamed for crying and apologize.

"Don't be apologizing for your tears, child. I know how
you feel and there's no shame in being afraid," she says
emphatically. "I'm here to tell you, you won't ruin your
daughter's life. Don't ye see, it's not by accident that you're
having a girl, it's meant to be."
As if on cue, a contraction seizes me. I remember to
breathe and I manage it more easily. My grandmother tells me
to rest for awhile. She picks up her knitting and goes back to
work, lilting a tune quietly to herself.
I rest and enjoy the peaceful companionship between us
and allow myself to be lulled into the soft tone of her voice. I
begin to dream as 1 enter that in-between place of
consciousness and sleep. I find myself in the presence of a

woman I have never seen before, but sense from a far away
place in myself that I know her. We are standing on a rocky

tig
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Irish cliff and the wind is blowing fiercely. She holds her baby

girl in her arms. In her face 1 see a wretched helplessness and
she is beseeching me with her eyes to help her. 1 am mute but 1
feel her pain as if it's my own. She turns from me in

desperation and walks to the edge of the cliff. Lifting her head
to the cold dark sky, she screams a silent scream into the wind

and Imrls her baby into the raging sea. Her scream sucks the
air out of me and my body collapses into itself like a vacuum.

Suddenly, 1 am in the arm of this woman, being rocked like a
baby. Her black-brown deep set eyes look deeply into mine and
from that far away place inside of me 1 realize they are my

great-grandmother's eyes.

"Breathe, child, breathe," she says to me and they become
my grandmother's eyes.

"Breathe, child, breathe," and they become my mother's
eyes.

"Breathe, child, breathe," and they become my eyes.

1 am looking into the eyes on an infant, rocking her in my

lap. "Breathe, child, breath," 1 tell her.
-Maureen Cornell
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Haiku
T h e t r u e d e fi n i t i o n o f t h e H a i k u

is certainly not all this Americanized

syllable crap: it is the ability, in a few short phrases
to convey a razor sharp image or idea.
With that said, here are my Haiku:

- / -

chicken gizzards
in a coid
white sink

-2the tea kettie

perks the
cat's ears

-3-

the otd tamp
dust so thick

it gives no iight
onty comfort
-Emma Hall

SO
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The First January
T h e Te n t S t a n d s
Timeless

cluttered with gtass jars
and bratren bottles

where animals scavenge for food
leaving holes
and scattered garbage

the weight of the snow

putts the canvas to the ground
stttt-tteave the tent standing
expecting It to fly away
fhen I'll forget

that t put the botttes there
stuffed with wild flowers
to wetcome htm home
For Michael

August 8, 1972-Thanksgiving 1992
-Emma Hall
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Over the past few years I've come to notice something quite
peculiar. The expectation is that everyone must be computer

literate. Now, 1 fully support computer literacy for the world's
population. What 1 have noticed is that suddenly everyone has
become a computer "expert."
Before 1 go on, 1 shall give a little background about myself.
I touched my first computer when 1 was three or four. I've been

playing with them ever since. Now my definition of "playing"
is slightly different than what it used to be but the point is that 1

love computers and 1 know my computer (my baby) better than
I know my best friend or boyfriend. I'm no Steve Case (though
we did go to the same high school) and 1 definitely don't have
the great vision of Bill Gates.

1 really began to be a serious computer girl in high school. I

knew the people in the computer lab very well. They loved me
because they could sit and play Solitaire while 1 did their job of
answering people's questions. Eventually, I started getting paid

for my skils and worked for almost three years running the

school servers and doing all the computer "stuff" on campus.
At home I spent hours upon hours (practice makes perfect)
building webpages and striving toward my goal of becoming
the queen of the internet.

Over the years, 1 have dealt with a lot of people. I've
tutored presidents and principals, six year-olds and

grandmothers. I love every second of it. But here's the kicker,
every four days or so 1 encounter Herman* - otherwise known

as the entity who knows all yet nothing about computers. The
typical Herman is between the ages of thirty and fifty-five.
Other characteristics of the Herman population include: middle
S2
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to upper-class, 80% male, bachelors degree, working
professional, and yeah, white.

I can't figure out if the Herman breed annoys me or amuses
me. How much damage control 1 need to apply after the
situation really determines if I'll just watch and chuckle to

myself or skillfully maneuver them away (faraway) from the
innocent machines and other poor patrons.

Hermans usually make themselves known when they come
to the aid of someone who is having trouble. They're often

sitting next to the individual in the computer lab or lounge.
Perhaps they really are just trying to be of help, but God knows
where they get their computer "advice" from. A few incidents
come to mind. 1 swear that all of these situations really

happened... don't laugh... I'm telling the truth.
Incident One. Ixication: Educational Technolc^y Center,

Funahou Academy, Honolulu, Hawaii. Time: Afternoon slump

hour. I've just gotten back from my lunch break where I made

the mistake of eating at some greasy spoon restaurant that was

cheap and quick. I'm staring at my computer screen and it's

staring back at me. My co-worker joey is staring at his screen
with an expression that made me think his computer just

flipped him off. 1 have a meeting in six minutes that I would
prefer not to attend. I have no choice. The sweet sound of

softly humming computer equipment is suddenly destroyed by
the loud laughter of my boss, and yes, there is a Herman
walking beside him.

The first thoughts through my head were, 'Please don't be

the guy coming to the meeting. Please don't talk to me. Please
computer, do something bad so I'll look like I'm really, really
busy trying to fix you.' I don't have very good luck. Ten
minutes later I find myself in a room with my boss, my team,
and the Herman (who closely resembled a used car salesman).

ss
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This guy was trying to sell us new sol'tware. Normally, I
had nothing to do with these deals, but my boss thought it
would be a good educational experience. 'The more you see

the better!" Yeah, really...
Herman had a little presentation set up on PowerPoint that

he wanted to show off. Unfortunately, the computer he was
using was not hooked-up to the television. Of course, it is my

job to handle this small problem. Simple - plug in a few things,
fiddle here and there, boom, bang, it's up and running. Ah, but
life is not so easy. It didn't work and I was rapidly approaching
my last resort - get on all fours and check all the plugs.
So there I am with Joey, pressing on and jiggling the fifty

different plugs into each surge protector, hoping that we'll hear
the "ching" of the TV coming on. "You know sometimes you
need to give these things a swift kick!" We all laughed. Yes,
even I threaten my computer when it's not working.
"BAM!!!"

"Joey?"
"Yes. . . "

"What was that Joey?"

Um, heh, the impact of a shoe on a computer tower?"
Believe me folks, the subsequent events were not pretty.
Unfortunately, I was in doggy position in the wrong direction
and I wistfully say, "If only my ass had eyes..." 1 like to
personally witness the crime being committed before playing
the role of executioner.

Incident Two. Location: Charlie's Cafe, Ixsley College,
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Tiine: Ten minutes after Creative

Writing. I'm sitting with my bagel, cream cheese, 3/4 cup of
cotfee, and an open writing pad. I had the urge to write but

could think of nothing. I'm watching the vending machines to
calculate the average time for people to decide what they want.
Geez people, it's not a life decision. Hurry it up! You're taking
Sit
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longer than grocery store parking. "I will sit in this prime
parking spot until you are old and gray. While I appear to be
doing something really important because I did turn on my
engine."
1 start to watch the email kiosks. A woman sits down at the

old MAC. Lord, that computer seems to outdale everything
around it. She sticks in her disk, does the Eudora thing, and
watches as the bar moves along as she receives her mail. It

stops at about 70%. Being a good, sweet lass, she sits and waits.
A tew minutes go by so she takes the mouse and finds that the
arrow docs not move on the screen. Oh yes, it's frozen.
In comes Herman example number two. It was a female

this time - a minority in the Herman breed. She sees the girl in

distress and makes the intelligent conclusion, "Oh it^s frozen."

I must give this woman credit because alter thirty tries she did

hit the right keys to reboot the computer. However, she pressed

onto the keys significantly harder with each try. "Sometimes

the information doesn't get translated clearly." And somehow

breaking the keyboard wil help with this translation process?
The computer reboots and she pats the girl on the back and

says, "Honey, you have to jam your disk in hard and fast when
the computer turns back on. Otherwise, the information you
were getting from the Internet won't filter down to your disk
and itdl be lost. Right now it's somewhere in there." Eh?
Whaaa?

Unfortunately, before I could wipe myself clean because I

had spewed my coffee all over, the girl shoved her disk into the
computer with such strength the whole unit and table rocked.
Ouch.

My final example is one of the best. I'm at work here on
campus. The lab is full and people are waiting. I just helped
someone with adjusting the volume on their machine. I stand
and survey the lab area and start to head back to the circulation
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desk. "So, you know a lot about computers?" No, I work here
because McDonald's wouldn't hire me on account of my
violent criminal bacl^round.

She smiles sweetly, "1 know enough."
"Yeah, I know computers quite well myself."
"Really? Are you an Information Technology major? You
look like a grad student."
"No, I just like them."

"Oh, 1 see." Being the cruel human being that I am, 1
decided to play with him because I was bored.

"We have really great resources here. I love working here.
But at my other job, as a system administrator, we run into
occasional problems."

"Oh. What kind of problems?"
"Motherboard problems."
"Yes, those can be a pain sometimes."

"Sometimes we have problems with our DNS server and I

have to check on the routers to verify that our point to point

protocol is working correctly. I also have to see that all of the

hypertext markup language is in place and that nothing is
wrong with our backbone."

"You're absolutely correct to take that kind of approach."

I was trying to think up more terms to throw into a
sentence that sounded really good and had some honest
coherence.

"Occasionally the Java acts up. But then when you're
dealing with any mobile code system there are bound to be
problems."

"What do you think of the Y2K problem?"
"Very dangerous. I recommend that no one turns on their

personal computer on New Years."

I agree. I have a lot of experience with that kind of thing."

I'm sorry for lunging to the side like that but your nose
almost impaled me Pinnochiol Fart of me wanted to stop and
tell him, "Sir, you're making a complete jackass of yourself.
Please don't say anymore." But I couldn't. I was having too
much fun.
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Hermans arc everywhere and 1 would love to do research
into why they are who they are. In conclusion, 1 leave my
readers with a final note. If you don't know something, just ask
a staff person or a real professional for help. 1 love it when
someone asks me to teach them how to use a computer or a

certain program. It's my job! It's my duty and obligation to
teach you something! And if you're typing up your senior
thesis and something goes wrong, kindly tell the Herman who
wants to help, to take their hand (which mostly likely is heading

towards your mouse) and put it back into their space. Then
d a s h t o fi n d m e .

-Andrea L Hoshmand

*This wonderful name, which embodies all that 1 am saying,

was developed due to the efforts of Wes Baker (who encounters
more Hermans a day than 1 do because he's in UNIX support).
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The best part of any student's day is, of course, lunch. I
admit that I enjoyed taking a thirty-minute break from the
routine question and answer periods and endless, boring,
college-like lectures, but I preferred classes to "social hour." 1

only enjoyed lunch because I was able to see my IViends from
Cluster One in the cafetorium. Something about the word
"cafetorium," though, just did not do it for me. Is "cafetorium"
even an actual word? According to the administration it was.
On an average day, you could hear a monotone voice droning

over the ancient, gray P.A.s announcing "So and so please
report to the cafetorium" about five times - sometimes more.

Picture a cafeteria having a run in with a small rectangular
auditorium for midgets and you get a cafetorium. The brown
paneling that surrounded the bottom half of this room was

nicked and scratched from age and abuse. The gray linoleum

floor was also warped from age but, unlike the cafetorium of

the Hosmer, it did not, halfway through the school year, grow a
mysterious hump resembling a pregnant whale that was

encased in wood. Looking at the cafetorium you would think.
Wow, so this is what a mess hall looks like in a prison!"
The cafetorium was not really a prison. Our dining
establishment was more reminiscent of an Orwellian society

ruled by The Traffic Light instead of Big Brother. The Traffic
Light dominated our free time, telling us when we needed to
listen, when we were too boisterous, and when we could talk.

It loomed over us like a plague, commandeering the lunch

ladies and teachers to become the enforcers of The Traffic
Light's society.

The Light lived on top of an old, battered school desk that
was placed on top of the cafetorium's stage, showing everyone
that The Light was indeed powerful. It was ageless, always a
silent participant in our lunch hour, with Its red, yellow, and
s?
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green Sesame Street colors, tricking the helpless students into
believing The Light was their friend, only to prove later on, like
all governments, that it was lying.
The Traffic Light's tri-colored governing system told the
students when we were able to do everything, including when

to breathe. "Red Light, Green Light" took on an entirely
different perspective once you hit Grade Six. The Light forbade
us from having any fun. The singed dandelion yellow of The

Light hovered over the sea of ravenous pre-pubescent preteens, keeping a watcht'ul eye on its stronghold. If you did
something The Light did not like, you paid the consequences.
Tatar leai-ned the hard way about The Traffic Light's rules
and the consequences involved in offending The Light. One of

the cardinal rules in the cafetorium was "Do not throw food."
No one really listened to this rule; after all, one is supposed to
be rebellious in Middle School, not law-abiding. Besides, no

one ever had been caught breaking the food-throwing rule and
Tatar thought she would be unstoppable. In amusement and

awe, the Table watched as both Tatar and iMichele bent back the
plastic sporks (half-spoon, half-fork) and let loose a
bombardment of peas and carrots onto The Light's podium.
Silence. No one moved when we realized what was happening.
Mr. Sollito, the assistant principal, like a Probe Droid from Star

Wars, sniffed out the culprit who dishonored The Light and

broke' Rule Number One. In a jury of one, Sollito, with his

football tie tack glistening, found Tatar guilty. The punishment?
To ceremoniously clean off the graffiti of peas and carrots from

The Light's perch. Grumbling inaudible protests, Tatar bowed
her olive-skinned head, adorned with long, dark brown hair
and plastic eyeglass frames, and complied.
Red light, green light. Green light, red light. Mother may
I...? No you may not. You must stay in your seat when the red

light is on. L^id you hear me? THE REL') LIGHT IS ON! As a
whole, you kids are being too loud for The Light, please be quiet
and remain seated while we tell you what The Light decrees.
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Table One can go up for snacks now, then Tabic Two. Yellow

light. You can speak, but not too loudly for we do not want to
upset The Traffic Light. Table by Table, row by I'ow; line up.

No cuts. Fries, please. Mind Old Sarge. Alarch quietly back to
the Table. You were too loud again; The Yellow I.ight will
remain on for the rest of lunch.
On those days when we were too loud, we had to be

punished. Punished? Try tortured. Thirty minutes of complete
silence. NO TALKING! THE RED LIGHT IS ONI Lunch is

supposed to be disorderly especially when you are talking about
kids spanning from the ages of eleven to fourteen. Who ever

heard of order in a school cafetorium? Whoever thought of
that probably dropped acid with I.ewis Carroll before he wrote

Alice in Wonderland. Lunch was supposed to be loud - that
was the only time we had to be ourselves. Ourselves, meaning
our outside selves. All the strained, grim smiles and discussions
about Beverly Hills, 90210: what was going on with Dylan,
Brandon, Brenda and Kelly.

The colors of The Light depicted Its mood. If The laghl was
red, we knew that we were being punished. The Light was
angry so we could not talk. When It was yellow, you would
think It was happy, but The Light was a sadist. The only reason
It beamed yellow was because It enjoyed teasing Its followers.
Green means go no matter where anyone is; the same applied in

an Orwellian cafetorium, except The Light seemed to be saying:
"Go, I give you permission to speak."

The Light, being a sadist, sent mixed messages to the student
body; at times when The Green Light was on, we would be told
to be quiet, always reminding us that speaking was a relative
term in the cafetorium.

Cafetorium, vomitorium: the words were almost

interchangeable. The "food" served made hospital food look
appealing. The main staple of a middle schooler's life was the

frozen, imitation Ellio's cheese pizza; pepperoni or green
iO
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peppers were added sometimes to spice up the ordinary. The
Ligiit smiled It's twisted, hidden smile as It watched the hapless
students swallow mouthful after mouthful, bite after bite of the
hideous, hike warm institutionalized grub. The food looked and
smelled like something that Mr. Zuckerman fed Wilbur before
taking him to the fair to win the blue ribbon.
Cafetorium; boritorium; vomitorinm. At times, the
cafetorium seemed more like a vomitorinm than anything else

did. Smelling the food was enough to make one retch but this

quadrangular room became a vomitorium in another sense:
Fenina made it happen.

When The Red Light was on, we were expected to remain
seated as well as remain quiet. You could not throw out your

trash, your lunch, or your dirty tissue - it was unheard of. For
one complete year, while The Light changed from green to red,
as the instructions about how the rest of lunch was going logo

were being discussed by a one person committee, Fenina, a

Haitian girl, whose name was not Fenina at all, would run from

Table Three across the split of Tables all the way to the hulking
trash barrel, only to forcefully give up what was rightfully, even

though disgustingly, hers - her school lunch. This daily mishap
definitely added an extra dimension to lunch and the meaning

behind the words of cafetorium and vomitorium. A4inutes after
the incident, we would be rushed out to the "courtyard" for
"recess" before the bell announcing next period.

Just the way Favlov's dcgs eventually responded to the
stimuli of a bell alone, we too were conditioned to a bell. Each

jarring note brought us closer to the melodious yet threatening
intermission of our busy academic work into another

dimension of life: social upheaval. At lunchtime, one really

began to understand the meaning of "friendships" and why this
thirty-minute break was so threatening: one day you could be
accepted by the community, and the next, rejected.

i1
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Set up in long rows and columns of ominous, dark wood
F o r m i c a t a b l e s - c h a i r s a t t a c h e d - w e c h o s e o u r f a t e o n t h e fi r s t

school day each year: who we were to sit with and which 'Fable
would be ours. The choice was then etched in stone, only to be
changed by being ostracized by your peers or by the command
from a higher power, that higher power meaning Believers in
The Light.

A rarity in this time was the ability to travel amongst 'Fables.
You could not leave your 'Fable without the Light's decree
unless it was to illegally congregate in the bathroom. To travel
amongst the Tables was indeed rare and those who were able to

do it abused the power whenever possible. 'Fhe way the 'Fables
were taken, my circle of acquaintances was always separated
by half of the cafetorium. This was an ideal situation,
truthfully, since, when tensions were high at one 'Fable, 1 could
easily move to another.

I tended to stay mostly at 'Fable 'Fen with Stephanie and

Audrey since that 'Fable was the farthest from 'Fhe Light. All the

Tables were monitored by the Believers of 'Fhe Light, but the
closer a Table was to The Light, the closer that 'Fable was

monitored, being close enough to pull an assassination attempt
- literally pulling the plug - on The Light.

1 he company at my Table farthest from 'Fhe Light was
quieter than the company I held at Table One. At 'Fable One

there was Michcle, Susanna, Danielle, Talar, once she had been
excommunicated from Table Ten, as well as a few others. 'Fhe

entire Table was full of people, but there were always two free,
open seats, specifically reserved for Amelia and myself. 'Fhe
Fable was not loud because there were so many people sitting
there, the loudness had more to do with ATichele, and
sometimes Talar, instigating some escapade that would last the
entire lunch period. Stephanie, Suzan, Audrey, and Amelia
were just a few of the people 1 sat with and knew fairly well. I
attended the same Kindergarten class with Amelia, Stephanie

and Audrey, and I knew Suzan from this time period as well.
($2
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The group of thcni did not speak a negative word to or about
anyone and always remained within tlieir circle of friends; yet,
I did not really feel like I belonged with them. Struggling
between them and Table One, 1 strove to find my identity and
failed. I could not find the person I once had been. The

majority of the friends 1 had in grade school had abandoned me
for the greener pastures of popularity. Stephanie and Amelia
were very good friends but 1 never found the emotional link I
needed to have a deep friendship with either one of them.
Middle school does that to you: you arrive with questions and
leave knowing less than you did upon entering.
-Alicia Gregoire
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You want to talk about bad days? I'll te ll you about bad
days.
I'd just stomped out of lunch I'd almost had with this twobit director of this crappy off-off-off Broadway play. I was so
mad . He was dripping with drunken slobber and then he
drooled something revolting in my ear; it was a suggestion of
how I might better procure the lead that I so de sired. So, I was
like, FUCKOFF! You know? And then I took hi s seventh Black
Russian, threw it righl in his stupid mu g and then stormed out.
God, I wanted to kill someone. It costs me $15.50 round-trip
during peak hours on the Long Island Rail Road every tim e I
have to come in. In can go to 7-11 at 1:30 in th e morning and
get sexually harassed for free.
Chewing this over, I went to the corn er newss tand to buy a
pack of Virginia Slim 120s and to take a quick perusal of the
latest issue of Cosmo. I paid the lady for my smokes and lit my
obnoxiously long cigarette and flipp ed through the magazine to
look for the horoscopes, lest there be any mor e lurid directors
exploiting me in the near future. As I'm trying to gaze into my
future, some Wall Street banker guy walks near m e, leans on
the rack next to me, looks at me with that smarmy lee r that I
want to rip off the faces of all sleaze -Os, and said, all smug in
his mid life crisis and his suburbian wisdom and said, "You
know sweetheart, a pretty girl like you really shouldn't smoke.
If I had a girl like you, I'd make sure that you were always
taken care of." Jesus, nothing I appreciate more than an
.absolute stranger simultaneously admonishing me for my bad
habits and trying to seduce me with Freudian charms. It just
made me nauseous. I took a dra g, looked at his le ft hand and
said, "Nice ring man." As I walked away and exhaled, I mad e a
wish that that dude's wife would soon find out about whatever
was probably going on with his secretary or tennis instructor . I
felt semi-triumphant.
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So, I walked past Macy's Herald Square on the 7th Ave. side
and headed towards Penn. Station. Naturally, tens of thousands
decided to do the same at the exact same time as me, so as
usual, ther e was mass chaos during this and every rush hour
since those Dutch fellas bought this gem of an island. As I was
about to enter Penn ., a Madison Square Garden billboard
caught my eye. Surpris e, surprise some pedestrian circus was
corning to town. I don 't mean to rain on anyone's pride, but
hello! New York City is a freakin' circus! I bet a zillion dollars
that there are mor e bea rded ladies, midgets, woman wearing
matchin g sequin dresses and head pieces, clowns and freak
shows in general in N.Y. per capita than any old Barnum and
Bailey bullshit.
Further irritated, I hopp ed on the escalator and began the
descent down into the dank and humid bowels of Penn Station.
I don 'I know if you've ever been there , but the feeling in there
when the air conditioning is broken is absolutely horrific. It is
like a cross betw ee n the devil turning up the burners in hell
and the te rrifyin g sten ch that floats out of the boys locker room
in Jr. Hig h. As an added bonus, there are no windows and the
pungent and heavy air gets recycled with industrial fans. That
way, we all get to share the same germ infested air. I'm not
really a germ freak, or anything, but I do have some germ issues
regarding salad bars, public toilets and public telephon es, and
most particularly, stale and nasty train station air.
I was late, as usual , and I had to run to catch my train. It
was on Track I 3 instead of 18, wh ere it usually is. I had to bust
a move to barely make into the car. After all that schlepping, I
had a bri ef coughing fit. Al first I thought I had contracted TB
from the telephone in the restaurant when I called my sister,
but then I realized that it probably was from smoking. I guess a
pretty girl like me really shouldn't smoke . However, I like to
smoke and I cannot foresee a lime in the near fuh1re when that
passion will fade. I bet I'll be one of those tough old broads ,
smoking unfiltered Lucky Strikes out of my tracheotomy hole
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on my deathbed, while I'm shaking my fists at the 't'.V. I guess
I'll have to jump off that bridge when I come to it.
I found a scmi-clcan scat, and then 1 laid my head on my
arm on the windowsill so I could try to sleep and perhaps forget

about my travails of the day. Unfortunately, my new "best
friend" next to me had other plans. She started this random
conversation about one of her co-workers and then was

yammering away at me for a half an hour. While 1 was this

lady's captive audience, all I could think of was at least she has

co-workers about which to complain. Some of us have to work
in our mother's friend's ob/gyn office as a receptionist cum
unemployed actress. It's not so bad. Just a little lonely. Just me,
the doc, two nurses who don't really acknowledge my existence
and many pregnant ladies. Also, some non pregnant ladies

come in once and a while. There is only one huge drawback to
this job. It's the god-awful antiseptic smell, which I am
convinced doesn't purify anything and just stinks up the place.
1 can t think about the office outside of work because 1 get this

weird reverse Proust's Madeline effect. Instead of smelling
something and getting taken back to that place, I think of the

place and get an overwhelming waft of that smell. That smell is
one of the most repulsive in the world.

I finally had a chance to excuse myself from Chatty Cathy
as my stop was approaching. I stood by the train doors

daydreaming of the food Nonna Ceci had waiting for us at her
house. My household actually spans two houses. My mother,
two sisters and I live around the corner from my grandmother.
She is totally off the boat Italian. Miraculously, after living in
the U.S. of A. for fifty years and having two American husbands,
she still cannot speak English. My personal thought is that she
just pretends so she doesn't have to deal with everyone. The
only bonus to that is that my sisters and I can speak Italian
almost fluently. It's really cool if we want to say something
about other people in front of them, we ean. Plus, it got me
exempted from my language requirement in school.
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At the train station, I called Meggie, the older twin, to come
pick ine up. My mother, Kat (we are a very modern foursome)
made me share the car with the twins after I got kicked out of
school. Have you ever tried to split a vehicle three ways with
two 17 year olds? 1 can't even think of a word to describe that

kind of fighting. Hea\'>'combat comes close. We try to make a
schedule, but the I'.N. couldn't negotiate terms of agreement for

us. So, anyway, Meggie came to get me and then we had to pick
Kmmy at her babysitting gig so we could get some quality food
at Nonna's.

After our dad left, Kat decided to go out and do all the

things she didn't because she married too young and all that

trite nonsense. As a result, for the last eight years, my sisters

and 1 have been primarily hanging out at Nonna's because Kat's
never there between work and whatever class or party she's

attending. Nonna is my father's mother and she felt so badly
that my father took off for Europe with his grade school aged

girlfriend and never came back that she has semi-adopted us.

Between Kat's ultra loose parenting and halt living with a
conservative older Italian lady, we have had quite an interesting

upbringing. At least Kat was pretty cool about when 1 got

kicked out. She didn't really give me a hard time. Nonna had
an Italian conniption, which is to be expected. See, I really
didn't think I was going to get kicked out. The contraband

possession charges were dropped by the cops after my
roommate's father, a criminal lawyer and fellow alumnus,

made a few phone calls. A4y roommate told me that there were
no worries because her dad and the dean of students were frat
brothers. Lucky for her. Because of politics I got kicked out
and she didn't. And she got to keep all the weed. There is just
no justice I tell you.

So, we got to Nonna's and we had pasta agilo olio and way
too much garlic bread. I volunteered to clean up and Emmy
and Meggie took off on a race for the phone. As I was washing
the dishes (because Nonna doesn't believe in dishwashers), I
stared into the soapy and greasy dishwater. As I looked, I saw a
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reflection, but it wasn't me and for a moment 1 thought that I
was having a flashback from some hallucinogenic 1 tried my

freshman year. But, I knew that wasn't it. The image was like a
blend of Nonna, Kat and me. It was like a peek at myself in
twenty years and I looked content. The image faded but 1 was

left with the weirdest feeling. Like I'd seen my destiny in the
dishwater. Some people read tea leaves or tarot cards, I read
dirty dishwater. For that one moment, 1 felt calm and peaceful
and like I was on the right path for me. I felt secure that
whatever I wanted to do would lead me to where I needed to be.

Whether it worked out with acting or if I went back to school, it
would be okay. For one small second, in the middle of the

clamoring cacophony of dishes, my sister on the phone and the
other one screaming for me, "Vi, get her off the phone!!" and
my Nonna Ceci singing Lascia Ch'io Pianga at the top of her

lungs, a recitative from some Italian opera which means "Leave
me before I Cry," I knew peace.

-Jacqueline Gaiante
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Photographs hold very special meaiiiiigs. I have albums
filled with pictures that can evoke all kinds of emotions, but
sonictinies the best luonieiits in a person's life cannot be taken

in a snapshot. One time in my life was so perfect that it could
not have been captured on film. This was a moment I shared
with my four closest fi iends.

Krista and 1 met in seventh grade. She introduced me to

cigarettes and boys, two things I will never forgive her for! My
best friend. Amy, and I met in eighth grade; there is no one I

feel closer to. Katy and I became friends over the course of
many days spent in her car and at movie theaters, when we

should have been in elass. Last, but not least, isjenn. We serve

as "therapists" of sorts for each other, analyzing problems and

enjoying a laugh over our unrealistic creative ways ot solving

them. Together, Krista, Amy, Katy, jenn, and I make up (as my
mother refers to us) "The Broad Squad."

The five of us did almost everything together. We spent
hours on end at Bickford's; the waiters knew us by name. We

sat there, drank coffee, smoked cigarettes, and discussed school,
friends, relationships, and, on occasion, religion and politics.
The prom came and went, as did graduation and our lives
began logo in different directions.

Katy was accepted to Smith College, Amy to the University

of New Hampshire, and I to Lesley College. Jenn and Krista
both decided to stay near home and go to community colleges.

The weekend before Amy, Katy, and I were scheduled to head
off to school, we went to Cape Cod.
As I leaf through the few photos I took on that trip, I

remember a night on the beach, another night playing minigolf and our trip to Frovincetown at one in the morning. We
saw an interesting group of people, including a man in a green
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sequin mermaid costume! We shared many wonderful times
that now make for wonderful memories. One moment not

caught by the camera, was during our last night there. It was
the last night before our lives wei'e to be forever changed by
college.

At two-thirty in the morning, we took a ride to a pond near
where we were staying. The night air was cool, and we giggled
while debating whether or not to go swimming. When it finally

dawned on us that it was our last night, we decided to go for it.
It was so dark, I could not see my hand in front of my face, yet
we managed to disrobe and put on our bathing suits. We locked

the car and headed away from the parking area.
We walked down the sandy shore and looked over the still
water. The sky was clear and full of stars. Little lights were

barely visible across the large pond. The water was warmer
than the air as we waded in. We talked, laughed and swam
around, then piled our swimsuits on the dock.

As I floated on my back, water tlowed up over my ears; all I

could hear was the murmur of water. Looking up, the trees and
homes bordering the pond were out of sight. All there was to
see were stars, more stars than I have ever seen. I felt like I

could float straight up into the heavens.

No words can describe the beauty of a moment like that.
That night, swimming nude, under the ocean of the stars, with
my friends, is the closest I have felt to complete happiness. It is

a vivid picture in my mind that will never fade. At that

moment, nothing in the world mattered to us; it was perfect.
-Melody Martin
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Portraits of J
It may be called an "array" of photographs, I'm
not sure, a constellation anyway, a
disturbance, the fuzzy nature of the

photocopies bringing you out of the past in

stages, increments, shades of greyish snow and
black velvet, ait the same picture and yet you
seems to change, to evolve, to move a little

like an image in a handmade animation book
when you flip the pages, i don 7 remember
your nose being quite that biunt but i do
remember that to wer Hp just rounded
more than one would ordinarily
expect.

t expect

really nothing, it's just that the photographs
prompt me to compare your goodness
to stars, not their perceived
coldness but

their true heat, and the coior of them, the noncolor the tightness the purity their
d e a r
white

being
and their farness, their farness,

indeed they are far yet i see them in my heart:

flip photograph flip photograph fiip photograph
flip star.

From every angle in every photograph on every
angle of e very star
oh endearingly

you wear a watchchain.
- D i a n e Wa l d

11
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Oh do not ask...
as you go i watch your
car around the bend i wonder

if I appear or if i've disappeared
in the story of last night's steep
making paper steps in water
mooshing putp colors on screens
am i fuzzy in your dream of

what is happening now

it s dark, it's iate, the Sunday
paper hardly read will we

watch a movie now 'the
evening is spread out
against the sky' is the

image staring in my face
a place not familiar but
known and yet
we'll fait into each
other's arms a tove

not unraveled and even

sing 'the flowers that btoom in the spring'
quotes: ts elliot, gilbert & sullivan
-Jill Delbanco
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Every person is unique; it is the greatest gift to humankind.
We all interpret things in a different way, and have different
senses of self. All people have different opinions of what the
word "self" means, and have different ideas dealing with belief

and knowledge. Some people call it a belief system, to others if
is simply called their heart. For more still, this wonderful
machine that processes all fanciful thought, information, and

religion, is nevei" named. The feelings remain unexplored,

automatic, and assumed. They are never discussed, or realized;

they simply occur. It is immaterial what these various feelings
are called, but the place where these different feelings occur in

the body is intriguing. 'Fhe simplest way to name their location
is to group these feelings into the inner selt, but this term is so
vague, it is rendered useless, so I delve deeper.
To find the location of my inner self, I shut my eyes to trace

where my thoughts come from. The two concepts I ponder
most about are belief and knowledge. As I think of where these

feelings come from it is obvious. Knowledge is associated with

the mind and belief evokes feelings ot the heart. Belief and

knowledge are always fighting; the classic debate over head

versus heart. It is the ageless battle of feelings and concrete

thought which have been waging war since the beginning of
time, let alone the beginning of writing. It becomes even more

intriguing when religion is brought into the discussion.
When 1 was a child my grandfather made it a habit of
reading the Bible to me every time I came over to visit. I
remember hearing "The Story of Creation," "The Disobedience
of Man," "God's Covenant with Abraham," and many others.
He would read them in a pileasant voice, and smile when he was
finished. It was nice, but the words had no meaning for me; I
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did not bother to think of wliat the words meant or which

parables had direct parallel with my life. The Bible was
meaningless; however, my belief in God was never stronger
than during that period in my life. The readings of the Bible
and the stories of Genesis made my belief in God swell. Did my
love of my Grandfather transcend to God? No, 1 think that even

though the love of my grandfather is strong, his automatic and
complete devotion to God, his belief, had made mc believe too.
Belief in God was like breathing, we just did it. We didiTt
discuss why, and we were thankful we did.

As 1 matured, my grandfather stopped reading to me and
memories of the Bible were laid aside, but my belief in the
saered text had never shaken. 1 listened to the Bible, but 1 never

paid attention to the messages, or even the true plot of Genesis.
I never read that piece of literature on my own because 1

believed in it, that was enough. Belief does not often involve a
why, but whatever you are encouraged to believe is
automatically accepted. It is something "learned by heart." It is
a concept that never has to be questioned. To believe in

someone is to accept them without suspicions of their actions.

Their actions are taken to heart as well. Is belief right? Is it

always politically correct? Does it help people broaden their
minds? No, belief doesn't do these things, but it is a magical
ability not to question, and to hold something in your heart.
When you believe something a part of it becomes yours.

My first class in college was a World Literature class, and

the first book assigned was The Holy Bible. When the professor
asked who was familiar with this piece of work, 1 immediately
raised my hand. I knew the bible, or thought so. This
sentiment ended when I completed the assignment, without my
grandfather's kind smile. Did I know the Bible? No, 1 believed
in what my grandfather had told me. Now that the part of my
brain in charge of questioning had entered the equation, the
knowledge had increased, but the belief in the Bible was

dashed. 1 thought of them as romantic tales of far away places
and people. My God would never bargain with one man over
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the fate of an entire city. He would never rid the earth of all
people and stail over with such apathy. Perhaps if iny God did
do these things, he would not be so willing to brag about them
in a book. There are great lessons inside those leatherette
covers too. 'Pinieless parables that offer advice on everything
from devotion to sibling rivahy. These stories held my

attention, at times made me laugh, but more importantly made
me think about how many of these stories can be applied to life
now, and as it was then. 1 took more wisdom from the writing
of "J" that I ever had as a child. Reading the Bible may make
God less awesome, and make creation less believable, but the

knowledge 1 gained from it was worth it. Thebeliel had simply
moved to my head, under the category as fiction, along with the
stories of Santa Clans, the Paster Bunny, and the Toothtaerie.
I asked some friends what areas of their inner selves they

associated belief and knowledge with. One person talked about

the hands being associated with knowledge because that person
tended to learn better with his hands. Another person said that

knowledge lives in the heart because true knowledge is
unattainable without passion. Another also asked if I meant

wisdom of years or academic knowledge, because to her those
answers would be two different locations. Generally, people

feel decidedly diffei'ent about their thought process of belie!
and knowledge, and each of their answers was absolutely
correct for who they are.

Personally, for the set of beliefs I continue to hold,
knowledge can make it difficult to believe in something.

Currently it is hard to believe anything anymore because ot all
this extraneous knowledge that is available to everyone. The

nice thing is that belief in magic of humans hasn't been shaken
I still believe in those I hold dear, and could abandon them for
the cold, hard facts. I believe in the individual, and the power
within. However, I will no longer automatically believe that all
computers, teachers, grandfathers, and newspapers tell me
without a small knowledgeable question. To blindly believe is
comparable to laziness, and to have faith in things that have
7S
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lied to me before is stupidity. I continue to believe, but have
started to doubt, neither is dominant; both dwell inside my
inner self, now a part of my heart and head.
-Gina

Balzano

Love Remains
Broken glass.
Bloody hands.
Tears affright
Thoughtless words spoken
In a whirl of emotion that comes from an
unspoken past

Helpless, shaking, misunderstood.
Trapped In a world that consumes

Actions, emotions and living.
Eyes watching, ears hearing

Yet t cannot connect to the outside world around
m e .

With one soft touch. It Is over.

Two people emerge Into one.
The rage evaporates Into the air.
And love remains.

-Allison Borsini
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Silent Killer
The lost rivers of

your inner being,
fl o w e d f r e e o f p o i s o n .
innocenf

soui,

piayfui mind and
dreams of yet fo come,
dean af infection.

The valleys of your heart
fi a a d w i t h t a i n t e d l i q u i d ,
crevasses in youriungs
fi l l w i t h t o x i c a i r,

sun in your eyes

is replaced with acid rain.
For it is the hand
that posses
t h e s i i e n t k i i i e r.
Outstretched arm,

young life in its hands,
squeezes,

rips,
shreds,

until the demon has entered.
The once caim ocean,
rages.

The once siient vaiiey,
storms.

The once serene sun and moon,

r e fl e c t t h e e m p t i n e s s
of a drained heart.

-Melissa J. Dupee
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A New Beginning
/ am tired of living in a stranger's world.

/ am not hoiy, i am not wise: unlicensed / speak, i
am sick

of my voice.i am tired of feigning wisdom, tired of
those

whose arrogance i forever emulate. ! am me, only
m

e

yet / feet one with mankind ail For pve suffer all the
s a m e

pain: everywhere, aii over and everywhere, the
same pain,

emptiness, despair, i am tired of words that try to
tea the

truth but can't,

t am sick of words.
Words. Words. Words.
Too many words
Too iittie truth.

Yet, unlicensed and unheard, / speak.

My heart weeps because i iive in a world of
people that

brush each other aside, into the dust.
My sout is bleeding because its mother has turned
it out.

We have denied nature; turned our backs on
truth.

We soid ourselves to falsity;
We feii for the ties.

The madness of my worid- in whose fate i too am
ensnared - has tired me:

i am tired of despairing for the sickness of
mankind.

i am tired of noise: tired of confusion:
tired of people waiiing over murders on TV

7?
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fired of fhe radio banging noise, convincing me /
am

nof

a i o n e

fired of voices fhaf hum, chatter and drone
m e a n i n g i e s s t y.

feigning communication.
Tired of people who forever and
ai ways He.

Aiways He to themselves.
Always He to each other.
Lie and pretend.

Always pretend there is tove

and there is none: always pretend there is warm

And fhe entire world is tCE.
/

am

fi r e d

of people that pretend they are happy,
imagining btiss

until they l<iH themselves. Painlessly

to escape the pain of a typhoon-crazy hfe.
i

am

sick

of a world that worships small things
fake pleasures
virtual realities

unholy gods
dead spirits

serpents' promises

imagined satisfaction In ever-raging desire
ephemeral tranquilities in everlasting
f u r m o H
i

am

scared

of people with worms inside them, seeming
d e a n

fearing through roads of Hfe at speeds that
will km

fhem; Maps discarded:
Wise Tradition, rotting in the dump
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/ am sad

of hearts stuffed in the deep-freeze with the
vegetabies

Hearts popped in the microwave for a
sentimentai

evening then tucked neatiy back into the freezer.
Hearts,

i am hurting because i
-and Everyman- am aioneaii men are aione

from the Beginning. Aione.

aione aiways except that aii together... they are
tost;

aii iost together.

aii thrown on the same earth-ship going nowhere
(quickiy)
aii aione

Running. Madness. Subways. Danger. Hide from
your

brother's Switchbiade.

Siience, iocks, aiarms, danger, hide from your
brother's

Watchdog.

^^Qoiiy in suits and ties, stuffing egos

Other men iiiegaiiy in T-shirts and jeans. Hurt egos
t o

Consoie. Men.

Haunting that they are Modern and impious, great
o

n

earth

Locking up the unfashionabie fires in their souis, in
Secret

other men pious, hoiy and great on earth
aiso hide deceit, aiso misiead, aiso smother their
t r u t h - fi a m e

Not One of them knowing who in the worid they
a r e
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Every one of them Forsakened
Lost

to

Lost

to

Nature

God

Lost

to

themselves.

E v e r y w h e r e i s E R R o r, e v e r y w h e r e c o n f u s i o n .
We are at! deluded, tost.
W h a f i s t h e E R R o r, w h e r e i s t h e T r u t h ?

t am sad that we are altogether caught up in a
craze

of

individualism so alien to our real nature that we
haven

7

yet realized that the net has trapped us at!
t o g e t h e r. O u r

individualism is a cage around us. Locking us up
within

ourselves, it is a hyperbole of twisted truth:

Individuality is a jewel in man's God-designed
n a t u r e .

Individuality means that each man follows his own
o r b i t

in the symphony of the universe, harmonized by
t h e

Creator;

Individuality is a capacity, and a responsibility, to
be

true

to oneself and to the entire Unison of Nature, in
w h i c h

Personal Savereignty is mystically married to
U n i fi e d L i f e :

it is a responsibility which is heavy, and takes great
c o u r a g e

to accept and not shun:

we who make up the world's ERRor have all
proved tying

cowards, by choosing to use our fatten mental
abilities to
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wrap the hteaveniy Shape of Individuality into
wrenched
"individualism

a modern yet age-otd evii that destroyed
Adam and torments his every son.

it is the idea of pleasing the ego first,

tt banishes selfless giving, encouraging not
oniy material avarice but, more tragicaiiy, a
nature warped

into eccentric individualism can sink into its ego
irretractabiy by hoarding the immaterial: feelings,
thoughts, passions ieft uncommunicated become
toxic

upon decay. Joy to him that rises out of the
serpent's sweet den: woe to us that so often

siip into the mire of hidden
evii.

Adam is sick. Eve is iosing her mind. At the
Oid beginning

Their sin. Pride, ruptured Nature had alienated
mankind

from his Mother.

Man teamed of goid, and asked Aaron to make
false

images that he might worship those that reguired
n

o

virtue.

no truth

no discomfort to the Ego.

Man discovered stiver, and to gorge his false seif
with 30

pieces more, denied his reai Being the Light of
Salvation.

Judas hanged himself; his emulators are hanging
their
souis.

n
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/ cannot bear to loolc upon this world of self-torture
a n y m o r e .

t can live no more In a He.

/ want people to begin to whisper Truths among
themselves.

/ long for Babylon to fall;
/ thirst for the annihilation of the Darkness that
plagues

the rightful children of the Light
Inside me / cry out for a return to Innocence:
to see the radiant red fires and tempest-purpte
waters

of

the deep soul's mysticism burn freely, unhindered
by petty

cares; to breathe the fragrance of flowers from
m o r t a l

odours chaste:

Whisper to me, wind;

Haw taste fresh fruit to a mouth that tells but
truths ?

How does the song of the nightingales sound to a
m i n d

at peace from the dtn of thought?
How do your own coo! breezes feel stroking a
breast

that

knows no stn?

From where shatt we start anew?

"Godt Return to your people." No. God eternally
a w a i t s

us, ever patient, ever Living In sublimity of His Glory.
He wants no change: It Is we who have lost our
way. tt Is

ive that for ages have been trekking a Cursed
path;

peopte.
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Return to your God! Return to Purity.
Return. And taire me with you.

Struggle at tost with the faise selves that choke
you:

Cast off your tawdry dress: find sackcloth that
knows no
pomp.

Turn your face from Satan's taunts, your ears from
the

Siren's chant, and listen to the wholesome power
of the

heavenly song of silence.

Let us concentrate on real Communication
amongst
ourselves;

Let us seek essence and virtue in aii we create
and absorb;

Nature, Mother, open your arms to a struggiing
son: to a

daughter in anguish and orphans no more, end
their folly:

Quake. Earth, and swallow up cities that are nests
of Hate,

Rage, seas: drown the Desecration of Beauty:
Let ait that is unholy, all that is wrong be
smothered;

Let shame hide its face;

Let impurity fear the Truth which shaii at last be
unearthed

from the depths of our Selves:

Let us deny the sick pleasures of our lunatic worid,
t h a t

by a

Battle victorious over untruth, we may
Unite With Our Real Existence. Pure once more

that flowers and rainbows may bioom in the
reaims of
oursouis.
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That a fresh white wind may blow oway the
Darkness:

That a young Red Sun may rise,

t-taiting the Dawn
of

Life's

New Beginning

When Nature shall open her arms and embrace us
a n d

We win finally be
Free.
-Saran D. Kaba
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Allison Borsini is a Sophomore majoring in Special
Education.

Sharlene Voogd Cochrane is an Associate Professor of

Interdisciplinary Studies, GSASS and has been teacliing History,
Community and Culture Studies, and American Studies for 13
years. She is interested in the relationships between cultural

identity (especially gender, religion, race and class) and our
responses to racism and other aspects of diversity and power.
Maureen Cornell is an Adult Baccalaureate student in

her third semester at Ixsley and will be applying to the JointDegree program in the Fall of 1999. She is 42 years old,
married, and has two children. Maureen is a certified massage

therapist and practices bodywork part-time out of her home.

She also teaches Kundalini Yoga at the Wellness Program in
Jamaica Plain.

Jill Delbanco is a theatre artist. As director of her theatre

company, the Inside/Outside Theatre Company, she creates
original theatre pieces collaboratively with actors. Two of her

pieces have been performed at Lesley College during her

graduate work in the Independent Study Degree Program. Jil
uses the process of writing poetry as one way to create and
develop ideas with actors. She has studied with poets, Elizabeth
McKim and Judith Steinburgh, both of whom teach at Lesley.
Christina Fichera is a Junior majoring in Early
Childhood Education.

Paul Fideler is Professor of History in the Humanities
Division of the Woman's College.
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Melissa Dupee is a Sopiioniore majoring in
Counseling.

lacqueline Galante is a Junior majoring in Literature/
Writing.

Milissa Garside is a Fresliman, major undecided.
Lucy Giorgio-Pirkey is a Computer Aide for Fdementary
and Middle School children in Revere, iMassachusetts. She is

currently pursuing a Bachelor's degree at Lesley College in
Writing/Litei-atui-e. Lucy has been writing for over ten years

and while she enjoys all forms of writing, her favorites are
Poetry and Fiction. Currently, one of her fiction pieces is being
considered for publication.

Alicia Gregoire is a senior in the Women's College. She
is a middle school education and literature major with a drama
minor.

Emma Hall is a Second Start Freshman particatiig in the

dual degree prcgram. She is majoring in elementary and

middle school education as well as the humanities. Emma is

interested in documentary film and wants to travel the woild.
She hopes that she will L)e alile to learn many difterent
languages and experience a variety of cultures.

Andrea Hoshmand is a Freshman Management major

who's thriled to be working on Commonthought 1999. She
was glad to be of service to her classmates in producing this
magazine and encourages everyone to visit her home of
Honolulu, Hawaii.

Saran D. Kaba is a Freshman majoring in Management
whose dream is to become the first woman president of her
c o u n t r y, L i b e r i a .
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Kira A. Ka^an is a Sophomore majoring in Humanities.
Alona Leibowitz is a Freshman majoring in Special
Education.

Jennifer Levin is a Freshman majoring in Education.
Melody Martin is an undergraduate student who is
double majoring in Elementary Education and Natural Sciences.
She is 5'5 inches tall with brown hair and enjoys long walks on
the beach. Melody is looking for a sensitive, caring...
Liz Leanore Modesitt is a Freshman majoring in
Humanites with a minor in Creative Writing.
Kim Olivera is a Freshman majoring in Elementary
Education as well as the Humanities with a focus in Literature.

Anne Elezabeth Pluto has been teaching at Ix^sley
College since 1987. She started Commonthou5;,ht Magazine in

the Spring of 1988 and is very proud of the way in which it has
evolved and changed over the past 11 years.
Kristal Ricker is a Freshman majoring in Education.
Caroline Smith completed her Masters of Flducation in

May 1998 in Middle School English. She i.s currently enrolled
in the Consulting Teacher of Reading program.
P e a c e To d d i s a n A s s i s t a n t P r o f e s s o r i n t h e Wo m e n ' s

College Management and Humanities programs. She also
works as a cartoonist, and hopes that everyone who reads this
will check out her website (www.reuben.org/peaco) and order
her latest book: Frame by Frame: A Visual Guide to College
Success (Prentice Hall, 1998).
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since 1 and has been the recipient of a two year fellowship
in poetry from the Fine Arts Work Center in Provincetown, a
state grant from the Artists Foundation and has been awarded

the Grolier Poetry Prize, the Denny Award, and the Open Voice
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Press. She teaches at University College, Northeastern
University, and the Art Institute of Boston at Lesley College
where she is Dean of Faculty.
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